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SUMMARY 

The Canberra Central area was formerly-occupied by a low 
rounded ridge that ran north-north-east from Capital Hill. The crest rose 
to two rounded hills one of which is Camp Hill; the other, Cork Hill, 
was situated north-east of King George Terrace; it was stripped and the 
site levelled several years ago. Lower lying parts of the Central Area~ 
north-west and east of the former Cork Hill, have been bui~t up by fill. 

The ~entral Area is cut from north-west to south-east by 
the Acton Fault, whiCh runs approximately along the line of King George 
Terrace. On the north-eastern side of the fault, the bedrock consists 
of Lower Silurian sedimentary rocks, and on the south-weste~ side, of 
Lower Silurian sedimentary rocks resting unconformably on Ordovician 
sedimentary rocks. - Faults, which trend north and north-east, have been 
mapped on both sides of the Acton Fault. 

The sedimentary strata north-east of the Acton Fault form 
the eastern limb of a broad anticline. The eastern limb has been dis
placed westwards along two reversepr thrust faults, and has covered 
the crest and adjacent parts of the anticline. A normal fault occurs 
on the east, near Kings Avenue Bridge. The sediments are calcareous, 
and the younger beds in the area contain thick bands or lenses of 
limestone. 

South-west of the Acton Fault, -in the Camp Hill area, the 
Lower Silurian sedimentary strata form an anticline. The core of this 
fold consists of siltstone which contains interbeds and thin sequences 
of very fine-grained sandstone. This is overlain by the State Circle 
Shale, which ranges, lithologically, from sil t-y and fine sandy shale 
to massive mUdstone or claystone~ A-short distance south-west, on 
Capital-Hill, the unconformity between the Silurian strata and resistant 
Ordovician sandstone is exposed in outcrop. The bedrock below Camp Hill 
is extensively sheared ~d crushed though locally it is little fractured. 

Weathering of the rocks below the surface extends to 
considerable depths throughout most of the Central Area, depending 
partly on -rock type and partly on the prevalence of joints and other 
fractures which permit the entry of groundwater. _ In the course of 
weathering, cavities are for.med within fairly pure limestone through 
solution by groundwater that enters the rock mass along fractures. 
These cavities are well developed where the fractures are interconnected, 
for example, in and near faults. The limestone in the blocks between 
fractures is commonly quite fresh. The presence-of cavernous limestone 
may cause much difficulty in the founding of buildings, as evidenced by 
experience- at the Secretariat site. At other localities, such as the 
Canberra Community Hospital site, weathering by solution along sets of 
intersecting joints resulted in the formation of residual blocks and 
boulders, generally set in clay; foundation preparation is costly at 
such sites. -
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Limestone that contaiils argillaceous impurities becpmes 
covered with'a,thin layer of clay that retards further weathering 
by preventing free access of groundwater; as a result, argillaceous 
limestone and highly calcareous mudstone, in thick beds, that are 

',not closely jointed, tend to weather slowly and to,be free from solution 
cavities. At a proposed Conference Centre site adjacent ,to Albert 
Hall, impure limestone below a cover of soil, and alluvium is weathered 
to a ,c;lept~ of only a f.~w inphes~'r At the sou~hern a~~~m~~~::, Qr" ?~~onweal th 
Aven~~ Br~dge, hard 9~careous.·'~udstone prov~des so~d f9W1d1i.~~qn;s at 
a shallow,depth. This' type' ofrB~drock provides strerigtli"and rigidity 
far in excess of 'foundation requirements; it is, however, not easily 
excavated. Where the proportion of calcium carbonate is lower, the 
argillitic beds tend to weat~er more deeply. Such conditions apply 
at the National Library site, where satisfactory foundations were 
available for spread footings immediately below the basement. . 

Non-calcareous argillitic sedimentary rocks, in thick or 
massive beds that are not closely jointed, tend to weather slowly. 
Fairly fresh thick-bedded mudstone occurs locally in the north-west of 
Camp Hill. However, the bedrock throughout nearly all the Camp Hill ' 
area is closely jointed, fractured andshe~ed, and is weathered to 
considerable depths. Building foundation design will need to be based 
on small to moderate unit loadings. The sandstone and siltstone in 
the Central Area also tend to weather deeply. This is observed in the 
old Cork Hill area, on the north-eastern side of the Acton Fault. 
Weathered sandstone, however, is not subject, to volume changes in the 
course of wetting and drying, nor to large settlement under load; good 
foundations, at least for moderate loadings, may be expected at shallow 
,depths. The core of the Camp Hill anticline ,though named the Camp 
Hill Sandstone, consists predominantly of, siltstone; it is weathered and 
decomposed to considerable depths. In designing foundations, it would 

,be necessary to assume that, locally, ,this weathered rock would tend to 
have the mechanical properties of a clayey silt rather than a siltstone. 

Very poor foundation conditions are found ,in the fractured and 
altered bedrock along some of the faults. The fractures have provided access 
for groundwater, and also, at several of the construction sites in and near 
the area, have, in past geological time, permitted 'the rise of heated 
mineral waters from great depths. The hydrothermal solutions have 
brought about thorough decomposition of some of the bedrock at 
Commonwealth Avenue and Kings Avenue Bridge sites. 

The western and eastern parts of the Central Area, and a 
narrow strip on the north-east, are covered by ancient,river alluvium, 
which has weathered in situ since being, deposited. In most, of the 
alluvium the inter-granular pore space is filled by clay and other 
products of weathering, and 'the alluvium has low permeability. In some 
places, the weathering products have been removed by moving groundwater 
leaving loose, highly permeable sand and gravel. In the higher part 
of the Central Area, near th~ axis, the base of the alluvium is above the 
top level of the lake water~,' However, the weathered bedrock surface, 
on which the alluvium was deposited, slopes down towards the former 
Molonglo River flats, which form the bed of the lake •. In much of the 
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area west.of Commonwealth Avenue, the base of the alluvium does not 
rise above.R.L. 1800 feet; this deep alluvium encroaches on the 
north-western corner of the Central Area near the southern abutment 
of Commonwealth Avenue Bridge. 

-,~ The level of the groundwater in the area has been under 
observation s~ce the lake filled. North-west of the Acton Paul t, 
the basements of buildings will probably be at about groundwater 
level., and foundations will be below groundwater levels. South of 
the Acton Fault; much of the ground surface is at a higher elevation; 
there, the groUndwater will 'beat greater depths, and should not 
be encountered except in very deep basements and foundationso 
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_ GEOLOGY OF THE CENTRAL ARE~. CANBERRA 

INTRODUCTION 

The Canberra Central Area (Plate 1) for the purposes of this 
report is bounded by the southern shore of Lake Burley Griffin, and by 
Commonweal th and Kings Avenues and part of Sta.te Circle. The axis of 
the area, Anzac Park Radial, passes symmetrically between Commonwealth 
and Kings Avenues. Geological and geophysical investigations which 
have been carried out recently and in former years in and near the 
Central Area are listed in Appendix 1; summaries of reports on investigations 
are given in_Appen~ces 2 to_ 11. 

TOPOGRAPHY 

Ali- old map compiled from the results of a topographic survey 
of the Canberra region- before development had started shows that the 
Central Area was occupied by a low, rounded ridge or spur, the crest of 
which nearly coincided with the axis of the area. The northern end of 
the ridge started at the edge of a 'former alluvial flat, now covered 
by Lake Burley Griffin, and rose towards the south-south-west. In a 
distance of half a mile, after passing over the crests of two loW hills, 
it merged into-the slopes of Capital Hill. The two low hills are Cork 
Hill just east of the site of the National Library, which had a crest 
height of 1889 feet, and Camp Hill between the present-day Queen 
Victoria Terrace and State Circle, which had a crest height of 1928 feet. 
The topographic saddle between Cork Hill and Camp Hill, at about the 
position of the present-dey-King Edward Terrace had an elevation that 
ranged between 1850 and 1855 feet; that between Camp Hill and Capital Hill, 
through w~ch runs the present-day State Circle, had an elevation between 
1915 and 1920 feet. 

_ _The Central Area rose ata moderate gradient from the edge 
of the floodplain~and nearly all of it was well above flood level; 
in fact nearly all the area was above R.L. 1845 feet, except a small 
embayment1n-the north-west, and a slightly larger one in the east. 

Since the old map was drawn, Cork Hill has been stripped away, 
some cuttingan~ filling has been done where Parliament House now stands, 

-and the_embayments in the north-west and east have been filled. The 
topography of Camp Hill has not been significantly changed • 

GENERAL GEOLOGY 
II 

The general geology is based on Opik_ (1958), modified where 
new infomation has become available. The Central Area is cut by a 
major fauit, the Acton Fault, which runs south-easterly across Common
wealth Avenue a short distance south of Albert Hall, follows the route 
cif King George Terrace, and curves southwards across Kings Avenue 
opposite the Patents Offices. North-east of the fault, the bedrock consists 
of se4imentary rocks of the Riverside Formation, conformably overlain 
by the City H~ll Shale. South-west of the fault, the bedrock consists 
of_Camp Hil~ Sandstone, conformably overlain by State Circle Shale. 
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STRATIGRAPHY 

NORTH AND EAST OF ACTON FAULT 

The Riverside Formation and the City Hill Shale are both 
Lower Silurian in age.. The middle beds" of the Riverside Formation 
consist of siltstone and fine-grained sandstone, commonly calcareous. 
They were exposed in the central part of the area where Cork Hill was 
excavated and removed several years ago (Appendix 6). Higher in the 
succession the beds are more calcareous and include lenticular masses 
of limestone" The fine-grained s~dstone and siltstone of Cork Hill 
rests on a succession of beds of mudsto~e and siltstone, all calcareous 
in varying degree. They were exposed in the foundations of the 
National Library (Appendix 8); and have a thickness of at least 100 
feet~ " 

Beds which are presumably slightly higher in the succession, 
exposed in the excavation for the Secretariat Building (Appendix 9), 
consist of calcareous shale and limestone" Their exact stratigraphical 
relationship with the adjacent beds, of the National Library Site, 
are obscured by a reverse or thrust fault of unknown displacement 
(Appendix 8). " " 

The City Hill Shale consists of calcareous shale and mudstone 
with a thick limestone member - the Acton Limestone Member. These beds 
were exposed ina large outcrop of limestone on the eastern side of the 
Canberra Hospital grounds (Appendix 5), and in foundation excavations at 
the Hospit81 (Appendix 3). They were intersected in diamond drill 
holes at" the si-j;e of a possible weir at Lennox Crossing (Appendix 5), 
and at a proposed site for a Conference Centre adjacent to Albert Hall 
(Appendix 7)" " 

SOUTH OF ACTON FAULT 

The bedrock in the Camp Hill area, south of Queen Victoria 
Terrace, consists of Camp" Hill Sandstone which is conformably overlain by 
State Circle Shale. Both are Lower Silurian in age: the sandstone forms 
the base of the Silurian succession in Canberra. The sandstone is 
exposed in the "State Circle road cutting at the south-western side 
of Camp Hill, where it is thin-bedded and very fine-grained. In an 
excavation for a ring road on Capital Hill (Appendix 11), the Camp Hill 
Sandstone consists of siltstone, with a very small percentage of very 
fine sand particleso The same decomposed and weathered siltstone was 
exposed in an excavation for a sewer main along Queen Victoria Terrace 
(Appendix 10)" The State Circle Shale is a soft non-calcareous rock 
consisting of shale and mudstone. It was exposed,in" the sewer main 
tunnel. 

On the crest of Capital Hill, beyond the south-western 
liniitof the Central Area, the Camp Hill Sandstonellrests unconformably 
on the Lower Ordovician BlaCk Mountain Sandstone (Opik, 1958). The same 
unconformity is exposed in the ring road excavation (Appendix 11). 

-" 
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STRUCTURE 

GENERAL 

The principal structural elements of the Central Area are the 
Acton Fault, and the folds and faults in the bedrock on either side of 
it. 

ACTON FAULT 

The approximate position of the Acton Fault (Bpik, 1958) is 
shown on Plate 1. The fault separates Lower Silurian sediments to the 
north and east, from older Silurian and Ordovician rocks, to the south 
and west. Its position is known accurately only at localities outside the 
Central Area. Seismic traverses that were carried out south of the 
Canberra Community Hospital (Appendix 5) give an accurate location of 
the fault at that locality. Its position on Plate 1 is essentially 
that shown by Bpik, but slightly modified in the light of information 
gained in the seismic surveys, and in investigations at the sites of 
the National Librar.y and the Secretariat Building. 

" According to Opik, the Ordovician rocks are clean cut by 
the fep.l t, but the Silurian rocks are strongly dragged in a wide zone, 
with numerous quartz veins and minor displacement-fractures trending 
parallel to the main fault. -

STRUCTURE NORTH AND EAST OF ACTON FAULT 

General 

GeolOgical and geophysical work at the site of the National 
Library indicates that a reverse fault or thrust fault, with considerable 
displacement, runs in a northerly direction past the western side of 
the site. For convenience this is named the Library Fault. Another 
fault, the "Commonwealth Bridge Fault" apparently occurs a few hundred 
feet west of the Library Fault. In the east of the _ area a fault was 
mapped by 8pik roughly parallel to and a few hundred feet north of _ 
Kings Avenue. This is termed the Kings Avenue Fault. 

Sedimentary rocks of the Riverside Formation and the City 
Hill Shale occur on both sides of ~he Library Fault. East of the Fault, 
they form the eastern limb of a large anticline (tlpik's Acton Anticline) • 
West of the fault, they appear to form two smaller folds; one is the 
"Commonweal th Avenue Syncline", the axis of which is situated about 
500 feet west of Commonwealth Avenue, and the other the "West Basin 
Anticline", the axis of which is situated about hBlf w93' between 
Commonwealth Avenue and the Canberra Hospital. A synclinal structure 
at the site of the Canberra Hospital (8pik l s Lennox Syncline) is separated 
from the West Basin Anticline by a fault. 
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Library Fault 

The Library Fault was found in a preliminary investigation 
of the National" Library building site (Appendix 8). The bedrock adjacent 
to the fault-calcareous siltstone, silty mudstone and fine-grained 
sandstone - is bleached and partly or completely decomposed, in a band 
that ranges in thickness from 25 feet to more than 50 feet. The fault 
appears to' extend southwards through or close to the site of the 
Secretariat Building. In the eastern part of that site, similar bleached 
and decomposed bedrock, up to 21 feet thick, was found in diamond drill 
holes. The reduced thickness of the bleached zone, in comparison with 
that at the National Library site suggests that a branch fault, rather 
than the main fault, passes through the Secretariat site; possibly the 
main fault is a short distance to the east. 

The p'ositioIl of the fault northwards from the Library site 
is not known; the thick alluvium at the sites of boreholes 6B, 6 and 
6A suggests that the fault could pass close by. Farther north, the 
Library Fault possibly joins a system of fault's that pass through 
Commonwealth Avenue Bridge site. 

Commonwealth Bridge Fault 

A preliminary survey of the Commonwealth Avenue Bridge site 
(Appendix 2) located zones or bands of decomposed bedrock that persist 
to considerable depths. They were interpreted as bands of altered 
bedrock in fault zones. The interpretation gains support in minor 
structures exposed in the excavations for piers in sound bedrock at the 
site; in them,narrow bands of bleached and decomposed bedrock occur 
adjacent to minor faults, and flexures in the strata suggest dragging 
by movement along nearby larger faults. Further support is gained from 
an abrupt change in the lithology in passing from the western to the 
eastern side of the supposed fault zone. On the west are calcareous 
mudstone and limestone that are typical of the City Hill Shale and the 
upper peds of the Riverside Formation; on the east are mudstone, 
siltstone and fine-grained sandstone that are typical of the middle part 
of the Riverside Formation. 

An inferred southward extension of the Commonwealth Bridge 
Fault is shown 'on Plate'1 passing through zones of low bedrock velocity 
at a former pro~pective Mint site that was investigated seismically. 

Acton Anticline 

The . country 'east of -the Commonwealth Bridge Fault and the 
Library Fault forms the eastern limb of the Acton Anticline. The 
axis and crest of ·the anticline do not appear in Plate 1. It is assumed 
that they,' and nearly all of the west limb of the anticline have been 
covered by the westward-thrust east limb. A small part of the west limb 
remains Uncovered. 
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Folds West of the Commonwealth Bridge Fault 

The concept of the two folds shown west of the Commonwealth Bridge 
Fault - the West Basin Anticline and the Commonwealth Avenue Syncline -
was an interpretation of the results of a seismic refraction surveYt 
mapping and diamond drilling at a prospective weir site (Appendix 5). The 
interpretation of Appendix 5 is adhered to here, except that the 
ampli tudes of the folds are decreased. The change in interpretation 
is based on the assumption that the calcareous mUdstone and limestone at the 
southern part of Commonwealth Avenue Bridge site occur within the 
Riverside Formation; it reduces the extent of the City Hill Shale. 
Possibly the amplitudes of these folds are even smaller than shown on 
Plate 1. The West Basin Anticline and the Commonwealth Avenue Syncline 
apparently: are large drag folds that have been superimposed on the 
western limb of the Acton Anticline. 

STRUCTURE SOUTH .AND WEST OF ACTON FAULT 

The principal structural features in the Central Area, south 
and west of the Acton Fault, consist of the ItCamp Hill Anticline lt which 
forms the core of Camp Hill and an inferred fault, the "East Block 
Fault It , which passes beneath Government Offices, East Block, near the 
south-east end of ~ueen Victoria Terrace. The structure of the area 
is inferred from the results of mapping of outcrop and excavations, 
from a seismic refraction survey, and from the examination of diamond dril~ 
core (Appendices 10 and 11). The general structure is not clearly visible; 
the attitude of t~e bedding changes markedly within short distances, 
presumably because of local deformations that resulted from folding 
against the Ordovician basement rock. The basement is exposed in an 
angular un conf ormi ty on Capital Hill, and presumably occurs at a 
shallow depth below the Camp Hill area. 

In the north-western part of a sewer tunnel along ~ueen 
Victoria Te+race, from a point almost opposite the western front of 
West Block Offices, to about 400 feet south-east, the bedrock is 
intersected by several northerly trending zones of shearing, crushing 
and brecciation. Lesser zones of shearing and crushing, and associated 
minor faults occur at intervals throughout the tunnel (Appendix 10, 
Plates 3 & 4). The widespread fracturing of the bedrock is possibly 
due to crushing against the basement rock, at a later period than the 
supposed irregular folding. 

WEATHERING 

GENERAL 

Throughout most of the Central Area, the bedrock is weathered 
to considerable depths. Commonly, decomposed bedrock a few feet thick 
rests on weathered bedrock, which grades downwards into fresh bedrock. 
In highly calcareous strata the 18\ter of decomposed bedrock is thin, . 
and in most places it rests on fresh rather than weathered bedrock. 
Argillaceous strata (which originated through deposition of clayey 
sediment) are less permeable and weather less deeply than arenaceous 
strata (which originated through deposition of sandy sediment). 
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In argillaceous strata that are thin-bedded or laminated, this tendency 
is commonly counteracted by close jointing which allows entry of 
groundwater. Some observations on weathering of rocks in the Central 
Area follow. 

LIMESTONE. Massive, fairly pure limestone generally weathers at its 
surface only, through solution of calcium carbonate. It may be covered 
by a-film of residual clay or silt, below which it is fresh and hard. 

Joints and other fractures provide paths for the entry 
of groundwater, ,and hence for solution. , As a result the limestone may 
become cavernous, as it is at the Secretariat Building site (Appendix 
9) or it may weather into residllal blocks, as it has done at the Canberra 
Community Hospital site (Appendix 3). There, and at several other building 
sites in the Cariberra City District, the residual blocks are "suspended" 
in a thick layer of stiff clay. The fairly pure limestone at the 
Secretariat site, in addition to solution and cave formation, has 
weathered near its surface in a somewhat different manner: its colour 
has changed from dark, blue-grey to pale blue-grey and mid-brown, and 
local small patches of it, Usually adjacent to solution cavities, have 
finally changed to a dark brown granular rock which crumbles easily. 

IMPURE LIMESTONE. Impure limestone weathers at the surface by solution 
of calcium carbonate,-lE~aving a layer of residual clay, silt or sand. 
At the Conference Centre site, Commonwealth,Avenue (Appendix 7) the 
top few inches is weathered; at the former proposed Lennox Crossing 
Weir site, the diamond drill passed from alluvium directly into fresh, 
highly calcareous mudstone. 

CALCAREOUS MUDSTONE. In an impure limestone, calcium carbonate is the 
dominant constituent; when this material is lost by solution during 
weathering,:the texture of the rock is destroyed and the impurities 
are released as separate, discrete particles. In a calcareous mudstone 
the argillaceous material is the dominant constituent, and the texture 
of the rock remains intact as the carbonate is lost through leaching. 
The weathered rock may retain appreciable strength. Calcareous mudstone 
may be expected to weather slowly because of low permeability, but 

,under favourable conditions of groundwater flow, it could weather deeply. 
However, :4l,the Canberra area, calcareous mudstone is commonly 
fresh at a'depth of a few feet. This has. been observed in the Woden 
area, at City Hill and at the southern end of Commonwealth Avenue Bridge 
site. On the other hand, at the site of the A.C.T. Electricity 
Authority building, at the eastern foot of City Hill, the calcareous mud
stone is weathered to depths between 20 and 30 feet. 

SHALE. Shale commonly weathers -to considerable depths. At the Secretariat 
Building site (Appendix 9), a few feet of decomposed shale covers 
moderately weathered shale that extends down to depths of 34 ~o 77 feet. 
Non-calcareous shale at Camp Hill (Appendix 10) is moderately weathered 
to a depth of 90 feet in one drill hole. 

• 
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SANDSTONE AND SILTSTONE. Sandstone, and in lesser degree siltstone, 
is commonly permeable to water and susceptible to weatherin~ through 
entry of groundwater. At the Conference Centre (Appendix 7), sandstone 
is weathered more deeply than calcareous mudstone (or argillitic 
limestone). At the Secretariat site completely weathered carbonaceous 
siltstone ,is interbedded with shale that is virtually unweathered. 
The Camp Hill Sandstone (Appendix 10), much of which consists of 
siltstone, is moderately to highly weathered to the depths drilled -
60 to 80 feet. At the National Library site (Appendix 8) the bedrock 
consists of silty mudstone, siltstone and fine-grained sandstone; 
it is moderately weathered to depths that range from 78 to 118 feet. 

OTHER LOCALITIES IN THE CENTRAL AREA. At several localities listed in 
Appendix 1 seismic refraction surveys have been completed, but the 
results have not been checked by drilling. They include a former 
proposed Mint site, Anzac Park Bridge site, and the High Court of 
Australia site. The indicated range of depths at which the top of the 
weathered bedrock and the top of the fresh bedrock occur are 
summarized in Table 1. 

TABLE 1: Depths to Weathered Bedrock, Indicated by Seismic Surveys 

Upper Surface of Partly Weathered Bedrock Upper Surface of Fresh Bedrock_ 

Range of depths (feet) 

Common depths (feet) 

GENERAL 

9 

14 

23 
30 

35 

38 

UNCONSOLIDATED DEPOSITS 

13 150 

30 

50 - 70 

85 

100 - 120 

Unconsolidated deposits in the area include alluvium, 
colluvium and soil. For convenience, decomposed bedrock, which has the 
engineering properties of a soil, is included here • 

ALLUVIUM 

In the area that is now occupied by Lake Burley Griffin, 
deposits both of recent and of older alluviUm occur. In the Central 
Area the western and south-western parts are covered, in part at least, 
by deposits of older alluvium. Table 2 gives a list of localities, 
which are plotted on Plate 2 of the report. It can be seen that the 
known deposits surround the site of the former Cork Hill on the west 
and north, and probably on the east. The approximate boundary of these 
alluvial deposits, and the position of ' the base of the alluvium at R.L. 
1825 (lake level) and at about R.L~ 1800, are shown on Plate 2. 
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In the north the .boundary is fairly accurate, in the west it is 
reasonably well known ; east and south of Cork Hill, the boundary 
shown may-be very inaccurate. Possibly alluvial deposits.occur in 
Parkes Place, south of the hill site, but no information is available 
on this area •. West of Commonwealth Avenue, thick deposits of alluvium 
extend down. to R.L. ·1802 feet and deeper. The boundary of this 
deep alluvium appears to run north-east and across Commonwealth Avenue 
near the southern end of Commonwealth Bridge. 

TABLE 2: KnoWn Occurrences of Alluvium in the Central Area 

Locality 

Site of north€rn suburbs 
sewer, east ofC'wlth. 
Avenue, Acton' (now 
Yarralumla) 

From. lake edge, 600 feet 
west-southwest of C'wlth~ 
Ave. Bridge, across to 

,National Library site 

Lake edge, C'wlth. Ave. 
to Kings Ave, southern 
shore '. : 

Adjacent to Albert Hall, 
west of C'wl th Ave. 

National Library site, 
north-west end 

Secretariat'BUilding site 
north-east corner 

Administrative Building 
site 

Sewer tunnel along Queen 
Victoria Terrace 

Appendix 
No. 

4 

5 

1 
(locali t;y . 

. 16) 

1 

8 

9 

1 
(locality 

14) 

10 

Thickness of 
Soil and 
Alluvium (feet) 

At least 30 

15 to 20 

o to 25 

14 to 35 

32 

11 to 18 

6 to 10 

6 to 10 

R.L. of Base 
of Alluvium 

(feet) 

To 1803 and 
deeper 

1805 to 1835 

1829 to 1194 

1814 to 1806 

1814 

about 1832 

Probably in the 
range 1836 to 
1826 

1864 to 1845 
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In areas remote from the lake, at the Secretariat and the 
Administrative Buildings sites, deposits of rather ancient alluvium 
occur at elevations above 1826 to 1836 feet; thin deposits, probably 
even older, occur at the site of the sewer tunnel along Queen Victoria 
Terrace above elevations of 1845 to 1864 feet. 

Recent alluvium, below the lake, consists of unweathered 
silt, sand and gravel. The silt is weakly cohesive, and contains 
various, but small, proportions of clay. The sand grains and the 
gravel pebbles consist of fresh, hard fragments of rocks and minerals. 
In contrast the older alluvium has weathered in situ an~ contains 
various, but generally fairly large·, proportions of clay and hydrated 
iron oxides; as a result, it is weakly cemented, and is less porous 
and less permeable than the recent alluvium. Locally, in coarse
grained alluvium, flowing ground water has continually removed the 
products of weathering, and the beds of sand and gravel remain 
permeable and friable. Such localities occur at the sites of the 
National Library, and a part of the northern suburbs sewer tunnel. 

COLLUVIUM 

Colluvium is formed by the accumulation of soil and rock 
fragments which have gravitated downslope; it is thickest near the foot 
of the slope. Colluvial deposits are known to occur at several localities 
in the Central Area. They rest on weathered bedrock, and upwards they 
merge into sub-soil and soil. Because of the absence of long, steep 
slopes they are probably no thicker than 5 to 10 feet, and generally are 
thinner. 

Colluvium occurs around the perimeter of the former Cork Hill, 
and was exposed, with a thickness of two to three feet, in the excavation 
for the foundations of the National Library. Colluvium is exposed in 
the slope of Camp Hill, near the south-eastern end of the road cutting 
for State Circle. It is exposed near the bottom of the northern slope 
of Capital Hill, and probably occurs around the entire perimeter of 
that hill. 

SOIL 

To a pedologist, the term soil means the fairly t~in layer 
at the earth's surface which has been so modified by weathering and 
biological agencies that it will support rooted plants. It consists 
of an upper layer, or A-horizon, which has been leached of clay and 
iron oxides by downward percolating groundwater; an intermediate layer, 
or B-horizon, which has been enriched in clay and iron oxides; and a 
lower layer, or C-horizon, which represents. the original earth material 
weathered', but otherwise unmodified. The A-horizon is commonly pale 
grey and tends, in the top few inches at least, to be silty and sandy. 
It is commonly about a foot thiCk. The B-horizon typically contains 
a large proportion of tenacious red and brown clay. It may be two or 
three feet thick, and grades down into the C-horizon .of colluvium, 
alluvium or weathered bedroCk. 



The pedological soil is rarely more than a few feet thick. 
However, the clay-enriched B-hori~on may he susceptible to swelling and 
shrinkip.g· with changes in moisture content, and locally it forms an 
impermeable layer tmder. which groundwater may accumulate • 

. _ At Cork Hill, which was excavatec1 for brickmaking material, 
an upper layer of decomposed bedrock up to about 5 feet thick; rested 
on'highly weathered bedrock of the same order of thickness. In the 
decomposed bedrock, a.B-horizon that was densely impregnated with red 
clay, provided bonding material, for the pressed bricks, that was 
lacking in the highly weathered bedrock. 

ENGINEERING· GEOLOGY 

. EXCAVATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS 

General 

Soil. and decomposed bedrock that provide optimum conditions 
for trenching· ·and digging are usually poor foundation materials. The 
depth to which excavating can be accomplished by earth-moving equipment 
is, in· a general way, the minimum depth at which fotmdations can be 
obtained that are satisfactory for moqerate or heavy loadings. 

The paragraphs on Weathering indicate in general terms the 
relative rates of weathering of the various types of rock in the 
Central area and, hence, give some idea of the relative thicknesses that 
may be expected 'in the highly weathered layers. 

Excavations 

Trenches can be excavated to depths of at least 10 feet without 
'blasting practically throughout the area. Infonnation on excavating 
that has been done is summarized in Table 3. 

Table 4 summarizes the information on probable excavation 
and foundation conditions derived from the results of seismic refraction 
surveys in other parts of the Central Area. Should any building 
cost~ction be proposed at these localities, a small footage of 
diamond drilling would be desirable to give control for interpretations 
of the seismic results. 

Foundations 

FoundatJon conditions at several sites that have been 
investigated are summarized in Table 3; probable conditions at other 
sites that have been surveyed seismically are summarized in Table 4. 
Experienc~at construction sites in the area suggests that the greatest 
difficul ties occur where the bedXock has been altered at and near 
major faults. At Commonwealth and Kings Avenue Bridge sites, 
decomposition of the bedrock persists down to great depths. Similar 
alteration, ove~ a narrower widt~, occurs in the north-western part 
of the National ~ibrary site. Solution cavities; such as those which 

... 

• 
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TABLE 3: SUMMARY. OF INFORMATION ON EXCAVATING, AND ON FOUNDATIONS, AT CONSTRUCTION SITES IN THE CENTRAL AREA 
-. ". . 

--------------~------------------------7-------------- -----.-.-.-----.--------.---------.-.-------------.---------------------.--------------------------------------------------.-------------------------------------------------------------

Site 

i 
I 

/ 

Trench and tunnel for northern 
. "suburbs main outfall sewer, 

Acton, a few hundred feet 
east of Commonwealth Avenue 

National Library 

Secretariat, Building 

Cork Hill, excavated 
originally for brick shale 
a~.Jater for fl11 for 
Elmbankments 

Tunnel for sewer main, 
Queen Victoria Terrace, 
and Camp Hi 11 

Reference 
in this 
Report : 
Appendix 

4 

8 

9 

6 

10 

Depth ().f 
Excavation 

4 to 34 feet. 
,Commonly 14-16 feet 

About 12 feet to 
basement floor; column 
footings 3 to 4 feet 
deeper 

About 12 feet to 
basement floor 

, Up to more than 30 feet 

15 to 45 feet 

Geology 

Mainly in older alluvium. 
I ndurated from 1!n feet 
north of shaft 30 to 150 
feet south of shaft 33 

Mainly weathered bedrock 
(siltstone, silty mud
stone, very fine sand
stone - the fresh rock is 
calcareous); alluvium in 
north-west of site 

Soil, alluvium, and soft, 
weathered shale; cavernous 
limestone below depths of 
35 to 80 feet 

Very fine to fine-grained 
sandstone, and siltstone 

Weathered and decomposed 
Shale, with a short section 
of slightly weathered shale. 
Weathered and decomposed 
sandstone 

Equipment Used 

, '--
Trenching machine. Manual 
equipment· in tunnel; pick 
and shove 1 and pneumat i c ' 
spade where not i ndur'ated; 
pneumatic spade'mainly 
where indurated. 

Bulldozer and ripper in 
weathered bedrock; bulldozer 
in the old all~v1um 'down to 
basement level, then mechanical 
shovel, and hand pick and shovel. 

Easily excavated by bulldozer 
(Note depth excavated) 

Bulldozer blade to depth of 
several feet, then ripper 

Pneumatic spade mainly 

Support 

,Where indurated, no support 
for walls; roof timbered 
daily, after excavating. Where 
not indurated, light timbering, 
of wall; roof timbered ahead 
of excavation 

Walls not supported. Roof 
supported mainly by timber; 
short sections supported 
by rock bo 1t s 

Foundations 

North of Acton Fault, the bedrock consists 
of calcareous sedimentary strata of the 
City Hill Shale; it is probably fresh or 
only moderately weathered at a shallow 
depth below the alluvium at the Conference 
Centre Site. South of the fault, the 
bedrock probably consists of Camp Hill 
Sandstone and State Circle Shale; if so, 
both rock types are likely to be deeply 
weathered and decomposed,as they are at Camp 
Hi 11. 

Column footings at 3 to 4 feet below 
basement level. A massive combined 
footing of reinforced concrete placed 
over the alluvium. 

Groups of multiple piles below basement 
level at depths of 25 to 80 feet, 
commonly 40 to 50 feet. In part supported 
on limestone at depths of about 40 to 100 
feet. 

Foundations suitable for moderate to 
heavy loadings can be obtained throughout 
the excavated area at or close to the 
ex cavat.e..q 1 eve 1. 

A seismic survey of Camp Hill indicates 
that soft weathered bedrock which could 
be expected to have a fairly low bearing 
capacity persists down to depths that range 
from 25 til 90 feet, and exceed 50 feet 
throughout the greater part of the area 

------------------------------------.----------------------------------------------------.-.------------------.-------------.--------------------------------------.----.----------------------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE 4; INTERPRETATIONS OF EXCAVATION AND FOUNDATION CONDITIONS, BASED ON RESULTS OF SEISMIC REFRACTION SURVEYS IN THE CENTRAL AREA 

-----------------------------------------~------------ ------------------------------------------------------ -------------~---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------ -~---------------------

SHe 

Reference 
this 
Report; 

. Appendix 

Probable depth that 
can be excalJated b·y 
earth moving equip
ment (feet) 

Probable depth 
to fresh or 
slightly weathered 
bedrock (feet) 

Geology Probable foundation conditions 

-------------.----------.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------~----------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Former proposed Mi nt, 
immediately west of 
National library 

Anzac Park RadIal, 
from lake edge to 
150 feet south 

High Court of 
Austral ia 

1, 
locality 
12 

. .-. ...... : 

1, 
locality 
1 

1, 
locality 
17 

Between 30 and 40 feet. 
.Deeper in a zone 100 
to 200 feet wide along 
the line of a fault that 
runs through the site 

Range 18 to ·32 feet. 
.Common depth 25. feet 

Range 9 to 26 feet. 
Common depths about 14 
feet and 22 feet 

Range 69 to 118. 
Common depths are: 
80 to 88 feet and 110 
feet 

Range 57 to 90 feet. Common 
dep·ths are about 67 and 85 
feet 

Range 13 to 150 feet •. Common depths 
are 30, 50, and 100 feet 

Aoout 20 feet of soil and alluvium 
rest on weathered bedrock, thought 
to consist of calcareous siltstone, 
mudstone and shale and possibly 
limestone 

Bedrock surface slopes down towards 
north~east· and passes beneath 
alluvium up to 12 feet thick. 
Bedrock consists of weathered 
calcar~ous siltstone and fine
grained sandstone, overlain 
In the east probably by 
calcareous shale and mudstone 

Probably soil and alluvium form 
a thin cover over decomposed 
bedrock. Bedrock consists of 
~alcareous shale and mudstone and 
bands of limestone. 

Foundations probably at depth of 30 to 
40 feet except in fault zone where they could 
be much deeper. Site would need careful 
investigation because of decomposition of 
bedrock near the fault, and possible solution 
cavities in limestone 

Good foundations at a moderate depth; probably 
in range 18 to 32 feet 

The resuHs indicate that satisfactory foundations 
can be obtained at shallow depths (range ~ to 26 feet). 
Bedrock of low velocity near the southern end of 
the area indicates faulting and possible deep 
weathering. The low velocities do not persist down to 
the depths found at Kings Avenue Bridge site, 600 feet 
to the south-east. How.ey~ the probable occurrence of 
limestone with ,Qssible solution cavities, and the possible 
presence of residual boulders in clay, indicate that 
careful investigation of any building site should be 
undertaken. 

------------------------------------------------------.--------------------------.-.------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------~----------------------------------- ----.------------------

" 
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which caused a great deal OI diIficulty in the preparation of 
foundations for the Secretariat site, are likely to be.found where 
limestone occurs near Iaul t zones • 

Similar foundation diIficul ties may be suspected at any 
construction sites that are located along the known 'Iaults -·the 
Acton, Commonwealth Bridge, Library and Kings Avenue Faults and 
possibly at other minor faults in the area •. 

GROUNDWATER 

PERMEABILITY, AND ITS EFFECT ON .THE GROUNDWATER: 

Before Lake Burley GriIfin filled, three observation holes 
were bored in the Central Area as part of a programme Ior monitoring 
the level of the groundwater in the area around the lake (Appendix 1, 
locality 18). The positions of the holes are shown in Plate 1. 
Observations from these and other bore holes indicate that the level 
of the;groundwater is. expected to rise from the lake. shore line, when 
equilibrium is. reached,* at a gradient that will depend upon the 
permeability of the soil and bedrock. Where the bedrock (see Plate 
1) consists of interbedded sandstone, shale and mudstone, the gradient 
will be approximately between 1 in 20 and 1 in 30. Where it consists 
predominantly of limestone, the gradient will range from about 1 in 
150 to 1 in 300. In. permeable alluvi~, (see Plate 2) the gradient 
will be about 1 in 200. 

The steeper gradients, representing lower permeability found 
in the sandstone, shale and mudstone apply in the localities of bore
holes 8 (along the axis) and 5 (near the Administrative Building). The 
flat gradient, representing greater permeability of the limestone, applies 
in the locality of borehole 6 (near the Secretariat Building). No 
inIo~tion is available on; the permeability of the altered bedrock, and 
hence· the gradient, in the Acton Fault zone. South of the Iault the 
gradient will be about 1 in' 30 down towards the lake. 

In the area north OI the fault, buildings of the same type 
as are -already there, would .have basements at about groundwater level 
and probably most of their foundations below groWldwater level. The 
quantities of water that flow into the excavations needed for the 
basements and foundations will generally not be great because of the 
low permeability and the small groundwater head; standard methods of 

* The filling of Lake Burley Griffin raised the groundwater base 
level of the area, resulting in an adjustment in level in groundwater 
over an area extending many hundred yards Irom the lake shore. 
Restoration of long-term equilibrium between the level of the lake 
and of the groundwater takes many years to achieve : the greater part of . 
the rise' has already occurred but it is expected that for parts of the 
Central Area equilibrium will not be achieved for several more years. 
At the present time equilibrium, in terms of final groundwater level, 
is probably from 90% to 99% complete, depending on distance from the 
lake and local conditions. 
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waterproofing and drainage should be adequate. If, however, highly 
permeable beds .such as cavernous or fissured limestone, gravels and 
quartz reefs occur in the excavations below groundwater lev~l 
considerable quantities of water may flow in. Gravels and similar 
rocks underlain bY,clay or weathere~ shalybeds may also'act as 
perched aquifers 'at,quite shallow depths and extra drainage or water
proofing may be necessary 'during and after excavation. However, perched 
aquifers are commonly quite limited in area and amenable to periodic 
or per.manent de~watering. The perched aquifers and other aquifers in 
the alluvium may be more readily recharged than aquifers in bedrock, 
by rainfall, ,surface rUn-off, heavy lawn-watering and overflow from 
the lake during floods; the gravels are ,likely to experience rapid' 
fluctuations .,in water table. If these, aquifers are partlY-intersected 
by cavernous limestone'.thefluctuations may be transmitted locally to 
the limestone forming local higher groundwater mounds or irregUJ.ari ties 
in the, bedrock aquifers. " ' 

Near the Acton Fault, groundwater level will also be near 
basement levels'and .probablywell above much of the lower foundation 
levels." Clay pug in areas of thefaul t may 'retard flow into the 
excavations: however, zones of fracture without pug near the fault are 
likely to be more permeable than the surrounding less fractured bed
rock and may require extra care, and drainage dUring excavation, and 
adequate :v!ater-proofing of basements. 

South of the Acton Fault the land surface slopes more 
steeply than .on ,the flats by the lake and groundwater levels probablY' 
slope more gently.than in similar beds in the flatter c9untry. 
Groundwater levels will be appreciably deeper and groundwater should 
not give much difficulty except in very deep basements and, foundations 
or in the lowest parts of .the, area. 

Floods will occur in Lake Burley Griffin and will cause 
limited r1ses in groundwater level" particularly near the lake. The 
rises will be more rapid and, noticeable in highly permeable beds, such 
as 'limestone and gravel~ that are connected directly to 'the flood waters 
of the lake. rn most of these beds,however, the groundwater ievel 
will initially be lower than in adjoining rocks ,because of the lower 
groundwater gradien~ to the lake resulting from the greater permeability. 
,In the less permeable siltstone and shale the rise in groundwater will 
be slower and the lake will have subsided before any major groundwater 
rise has occUrred except on sites very close to the lake., ' . 

GROUNDWATER RECHARGE :, 

Groundwater recharge usually occurs on the high ground 
where soils are thin, and along surface water courses. Recharge occurs 
in most y~ars between the months of June and November. The recharge 
modifies' the' hydraul~c gradient of the area: a. series of wet winters 
Will lead to an appreciable steepening of the gradient and a series 
of dry winters to a shallowing of ,the gradient. The lake Observation 
Bores are used to monitor the seasonable changes. 
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SITE INVESTIGATION: 

1. 

. ...,,-..- . 

The fol~oydng factors affect the groundwater level at a sit~ -

The different zones of permeability that occur within the 
area determine local groundwater gradients. 

2. Changes in gradient take place during seasonal recharge. 

3. Variations occur during major floods in Lake Burley Griffin. 

It is assumed that careful observations of groundwater will 
form part of-each site investigation. The observations should be 
examined in conjunction with readings available from the Lake Observation 
Bores in _"!i.he ... final assessment of the site • 

. REFERENCE 
II 

OPIK, A.A., 1958 - The Geology of _the Canberra City District. Bur. 

Miner.' Resour. Aust. Bull. 32. 

References to reports on investigations within the area 
are given in the Appendices to this report. 
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APPENDIX 1.^LIST OF GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS THAT HAVE BEEN CARRIED OUT IN THE CENTRAL AREA

Locality^ Project^ Title Date Author^• Form of Report Summary in Appendix No,

1. Anzac Park Radial,^Preliminary site appraisal^Seismic survey of the Anzac Park Bridge site, Canberra, A.C.T.

proposed bridge site
1957 L.V. Hawkins & A. Stocklin Record 1957/36

2. Commonwealth Ave. & Kings^Preliminary site appraisals;^Commonwealth Ave. Site 
Ave. bridge sites^inspection of excavations for piers.Drilling to investigate foundation conditions 1957 D.E. Gardner & L.C. Noakes Report,^unpubl.

Seismic survey of Commonwealth Ave. bridge site 1957 L.V. Hawkins & A. Stocklin Record 1957/34 It

Geological^report on foundation conditions 1957 D.E..Gardner Record 1957/107 U

Geological^inspections of bored cylinder foundations 1961 D.E. Gardner Reports,^unpubl. U

Kings Avenue Site 
Seismic survey of the Kings Ave. bridge site ) 957 L. V. Hawkins Record 1957/32
Preliminary geological^report 1957 0. E. Gardner Report, unpubl. U

Supplementary geological report 197 0. E. Gardner Report,^unpubl. U

Test boring to investigate foundation conditions June, 1957 1957 D. E. Gardner Repprt,^unpubl.
Pier No.^6E:^Geol.'investig.^of foundation conditions 1961 D. E., Gardner & G.W. DIAddario Report,^unpubl.

3. Canberra Community^Geological^Inspection of^Foundations, new Canberra Community Hospital 1953 E.G.^Wilson File Notes 3
Hospital^Acton^foundations^ Foundations,^Canberra Community Hospital; 1963 E.G. Wilson & D.E.^Gardner U

Summary of discussions held at C.D.W.

Daily foundation reports 1963 McKinney Found. Co.
—

U a

4. Acton^: Sewer excavations^Geological mapping^Geological notes, site of Northern Suburbs Main Outfall Sewer,Acton 1957 D.E. Gardner Report,^unpubl. 4
N.

5. Acton^: Prospective^Site appraisal^ Report on weir sites 1958 D.E. Gardner & J. Barry Report,^unpubl. 5
weir site^ Geological^investigation of weir sites at Acton and Yarralumla,Canberra, 1958 D.E. Gardner Record 1958/91

A.C.T.
Geophysical survey of the Acton weir site 1957 L.V. Hawkins Record 1957/31 II

6.^Cork Hill, excavated^Geological^mapping^Geological^note on Cork Hill,^Canberra, A.C.T.^(old brick shale
for brick shale^ deposit)

1960 J.^Herlihy Report, unpubl. 6

7. Proposed Conference Centre Site appraisal^ Seismic investigation of foundation conditions 1968 D.A. Buchhorn Report,^unpubl. 7
Site,^Yarralumla^ Report on diamond drilling 1968 D.A. Buchhorn Report,^unpubl.

8.^National^Library^Site appraisal^ Geological and geophysical^investig. of foundations 1963 D.E. Gardner Report,^unpubl. 8
building . site^ Amendments to report, May, 1963 1963 D.E. Gardner Report,^unpubl.

Resistivity survey, 1962 1963 E.E. Jesson 8 L^Kevi Record -1953/119

9. Secretariat building^Geological^investigation^Geology and foundation conditions at the Secretariat building site,
site^ Canberra

1968 E..). Best & G.A.M. Henderson Record 1968/111 9

10. Queen Victoria Terrace,^Geological mapping^Plans and sections of tunnel, showing geology 1958 D.E. Gardner Drawings; unpubl. 10
•^

tunnel^for sewer

10.^Camp Hill^Site appraisal^for building^Geology of the Camp Hill area,^Parkes, A.C.T. 1958 G.A.M. Henderson Record 1969/ 10
foundations and excavations^Camp Hill, Canberra, A.C.T. Seismic survey 1968 R.J. Whiteley Record 1968/128

11...Capital^Hill,^Ring Road^Geological^mapping of excavation^A note on the geology of the Ring Road excavation, ^Capital Hill,A.C.T. 1968 R.C. Craven & C.R.^Robison Report,^unpubl. 11

12.Possible building site^Preliminary site appraisal^Seismic survey of the Royal^Mint site,^Canberra, A.C.T.^•
for Mint

1957 L.V. Hawkins & A. Stocklin Record 1957/31--->,, •

13.Site of retaining wall,^Geological mapping of bedrock^Canberra Lakes Scheme: Foundation material for the proposed
proposed lake^ retaining wall between Commonwealth Ave. & King's Ave. southern shore

1959 J.T. Harding Report, unpubl.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
lOcal ity Summary In Appendix No. Pro ject Tit le 

i •• ~ 

Date Author Form of Report 
----------------------------------------------.------------------------------------------------------------- ----------~------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

f 14. Site of proposed Appraisal of foundations Foundations, Administrative Building 1946 N.H. Fisher Record 1946/38 

.. 

Adm'nistrative Building 

15. Aspen Island· proposed Preliminary appraisal of site 
'j site for bell tOlller 

16. Proposed lake edge, 
. Commonlllealth.Ave. 

to Ki ngs Ave., 
southern shore 

\ 
'> 17. North-Eastern part 

of Central Area: 
Proposed Site for 
Buildings for High 
Court of Australia 

18. Canberra City area 

Outcrop mapping; augerlng, 
to Investigate site of 
retaining lIIall 

Seismic survey 

Monitoring groundwater near 
lake Burley Griffin 

Aspen Island seismic refraction survey, Canberra, 1966 

Canberra Lakes Scheme. Foundation material for the proposed 
retaining lIIall betllleen Commonlllealth Avenue and Kings 
Avenue, southern shore. 

HI gh Court of Austra 11 a, sel sml c refraction survey, Parkes, A. C. T. 

Progress report on Influence of take Burley Griffin on 
groundwater in the City DI strl ct, A. C. T. 

1967 

1959 

1968 

1965 

G. Cifal I Record 1967/7 

T.J. Harding Report unpub 1. 

G.F. Hart Record 1969/2 

G.M. Burton Report, unpubl. 

------------------------------------------------------ -----------------------~----~------------------------- ----------------------.-----------------------------.------------------------------------------------------.-------------.-----------------------------
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APPENDIX 2 

GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL NOTES ON THE FOUNDATIONS OF 

COMMONWEALTH AVENUE AND KINGS AVENUE BRIDGES 

CONTENTS 
~ 

INTRODUCTION 

GENERAL GEOLOGY. 

SEISMIC REFRACTION SURVEYS 

SOIL AND ROCK MECHANICS 

LABORATORY TESTING 

IN SITU TESTING 

Commonwealth Avenue site 

Kings Avenue site 

Plate Load Tests at Kings Avenue site 

. REFEBENCES_ 

.TABLES 

A2-1. Notes on some bored cylinder foundations at Commonwealth 
Avenue Bridge site 

A2-2. Shear strength of decomposed and highly weathered bedrock 
at Commonwealth Avenue Bridge site 

A2-3. Compression testing of slightly to moderately weathered bedrock 
at Commonwealth Avenue Bridge site 

A2-4. Standard penetration and cone penetration tests at Commonwealth 
Avenue Bridge site 

PLATES 

A2-1. Geological and locality map_ Scale 1 inch : 1000 feet 

A2-2. Commonwealth Avenue Bridge site- Exploratory drilling 
based on seismic refraction survey. Scale 1 inch: 200 feet 

A2-3. Seismic ,refraction survey of the Kings Avenue Bridge site -
Scale 1 inch : 200 feet 

A2-4. Geological sections, Commonwealth Avenue Bridge site. 
Various scales 

A2-5. Plans and sections of some bored cylinder foUndations, 
Commonwealth Avenue Briq.ge site. Scale 1 inch .: 4 feet 

A2-6. Kings Avenue Bridge site: diamond drilling, part of seismic 
survey and geology. Scale, horizontal 1 inch : 80 feet; 

vertical 1 inch : 20 feet 

A2-7. Kings Avenue Bridge site: Test pile characteristics 
'_.' --~-- -.. -

A2-8. Killgs Avenue Bridge site.?;." Plate l·oad tests 

1 

1 

2 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

5 
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APPENDIX 2 

GIDLOGICAL AND GIDPHYSICAL NOTES ON THE FOUNDATIONS OF 

COMMONWEALTH AVENUE AND KINGS AVENUE' BRIDGES 

INTRODUCTION 

Before the two bridges were scheduled for construction across 
the flood plain of the Molonglo River - the site of the future Lake 
Burley Griffin - the sites were investigated by geophysical surveys 
and diamond drilling. The investigation (Gardner and Noakes, 1957) 
was planned by the Engineering Geology and Engineering Geophysics 
Groups of the Bureau of Mineral Resources in collaboration with the 
Commonwealth Department of Works; results are given in reports by 
Gardner (1957), Hawkins (1957) and Hawkins and Stocklin. (1957). 

Some data on laboratory testing of samples from drill holes 
at Commonwealth Avenue site, and plate loading tests and test piling 
at Kings Avenuesite,.are included. Plate A2-1 consists of a 
locality map, which shows the general geology of the area that 
embraces the bridge sites. . 

GENERAL GEOLOGY 

The Commonwealth Avenue site is situated near the axis of a 
major anticline,.apparently on the western limb, and the Kings 
Avenue site is·.on the eastern limb of the anticline (Bpik, 1958). The 
bedrock, lower Silurian in age, consists of sedimentary rocks of the 
Riverside Formation,. conformably overlain by the City Hill Shale. The 
Riverside Formation consists of calcareous shale and mudstone, fine
grained sandstone, limestone lenses,' tuffaceous beds and rhyolite flows. 
The volcanic rocks were not recorded at the bridge sites. The City 
Hill Shale consists of calcareous shale and mudstone, with limestone 
bands and lenses. . 

At the Commonwealth Avenue site, the bedrock intersected in 
drill holes north of Pier? consists of siltstone, silty mudstone and 
fine-grained sandstone, weathered 'pale-brown, yellow-brown and pink. 
The lithology is typical of that of the Riverside Formation as exposed 
in the cutting on the eastern side of Commonwealth Avenue, north of 
the bridge •. South of Pier 2 the .bedrock consists of calcareous mudstone 
and limestone typical of -that encountered in drill holes in the City Ci 

Hill Shale at Lennox Crossing. The two rock types are probably 
separated by a fault of large displacement, indicated by the seismic 
work and the drilling at Pier 2. . 
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The beds of the Riverside Formation are weathered down to 
the depth of drilling (Plate A2-4) which is 16 feet below bedrock 
surface in hole 4 and 24 feet in hole 2. Satisfactory foundations 
were foun~ at moderate depths in those localities where ~he bed
rock had not been affected by faulting.' As 'seen in'Table A2-1, 
the foundation level at Pier 4, site E02, is 12 feet below bedrock 
surface. The beds of the City Hill Shale are weathered to a 
moderate depth and softened through leaching of calcium carbonate. 
At Pier 1, foundation level is 10 to 18 feet below the bedrock 
surface. However, at the south abutment of the bridge, very hard 
calcareous mudstone or impure limestone occurs at a very shallow 
depth below the alluvium. 

Where affected by faulting; the beds are decomposed to 
very considerable depths; in drill hole No.5, partial 
decomposition persists down to the bottom, which is 188 feet below 
the surface. 

Some details of lithology and alteration, as mapped in 
bored cylinder foundations, are given in Table A2-1. 

The attitude of the bedding at the bridge site changes 
abruptly from place to place. This, considered in conjunction 
with the decomposition at Pier 2 and local crushing and decomposi
tion in the bored cylinders (Plate A2-5), is attributed to probable 

/~eveise or thrust faulting. A reverse fault, of smaller displace
ment, judging by the smaller width of the zone of decomposition, 
was encountered 1,200 feet to the south-east at the National 
Library site. 

Results of drilling and mapping at the bridge site and in 
the Lenn,ox Crossing Area (Appendix 5) indicate that a minor 
anticline and a syncline are superimposed on the major structure; 
the anticlinal axis passes approximately through Lennox Crossing 
and the synclinal axis through the bridge site. 

SEISMIC REFRACTION SURVEYS 

The seismic traverses at Commonwealth Avenue site (Hawkins 
and Stocklin, 1957) are shown in plan and section in Plate A2-2 
and those of Kings Avenue site (Hawkins, 1957) in Plate A2-3. At 
both sites, zones or bands occur in which the bedrock has a much 
lower seismic velocity than is characteristic for the types of rocks 
present. Diamond drilling was arranged to test each section of 
bedrock that gave a specific seismic velocity. The zones of low 
velocity were found to be associated with shearing, close and 
irregular jointing, and deep decomposition of the bedrock. They are 
assumed to represent faults of large displacement. 

, 
, 
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Away from the low velocity zones, the siltstone and
sandstone of the Riverside Formation at Commonwealth Avenue gave 
velocities of 9,500 feet per second, and the limeston~ and highly 
calcareous mudstone and shale of the City Hill Shale gave 
velocities of 16,000 to 18,000 feet per second. 

SOIL AND ROCK MECHANICS 

LABORATORY TESTING 

Samples from drill holes listed in Table A2-2, 
representative of softer portions of the strata, were tested by 
Foundation Engineering Services Pty Ltd and by George Wimpey & 
Co. Ltd. According to Bennett (1960),. reporting for Wimpey, 
they varied in consistency and grain size within the length of 
the sample tubes, and it was frequently impossible to obtain more 
than an average value of the shear strength characteristics. 
Some of -them came from a soft weathered band at a shallow depth 
at Pier-1, within the zone of shearing and decomposition that 
crosses Commonwealth Avenue radi~l between chainages 5,400 and 
5,600, others were from a zone -of moderately to highly weathered 
rock of low seismic velocity-in which Pier 3 is situated, some 
from more competent rock in -which Pier 4 is placed, and one from 
the north abutment, adjacent toa highly weathered and decomposed 
zone of low velocity. 

Samples from Pier 1 and from south of Pier 2 seem to 
represent the weakest of the materials. They are derived by 
weathering from highly calcareous silty mudstone and siltstone-. 
However, at a small. increase in depth, where the calcium carbonate 
has not been remove;d by weathering, the bedrock is very hard, and 
is characterized by a high seismic velocity. In the bored 
cylinder foundation at Pier 1, sitem4, the bedrock at a depth of 
31 feet is firm to hard. At a depth of 22 to 23 feet, a bed of 
mudstone, apparently on a thrust fault that follows the bedding, 
has been al tered- to blue-grey clay. 

The-beds of the -Riverside Formation at the site of Pier 2 
are coarser grained than those of the City Hill Shale farther south. 
Their shear strength and cohesio~ are variable, but on the whole 
are moderately good and enabled successful piling in this zone of 
decomposed bedrock. 

Samples from hole F24, at Pier 1, site m4, -consisted of 
firm to hard blue-grey calcareous mudstone. Less weathered and 
harder than the samples of Table A2-2, they were subjected to 
compression tests. Results are given in Table A2-3. 
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IN SITU TESTING 

Commonwealth Avenue Site 

Standard penetration tests w~re carried out i~ the 
alluvium by George Wimpey & Co. Ltd. Table A2-4 shows the number 
of blows per 12~inch penetration of the 2-inch diameter split 
spoon sample, using a 1J~-lb hammer with a 30-inch drop. A 
modified test was adopted for gravel and bedrock, employing a 
60 degree-apex, 2-inch diameter cone, and using the same hammer 
drop. The results show that the alluvium in general can support 
only light loadings. Only locally, where a t~ick lens of gravel 
is present, can a heavy loading be applied. 

Kings Avenue.Site 

Test piles in the form of steel H-beams were driven by 
the Commonwealth ~epartment_of Works into the decomposed bedrock 
of low seismic'velocity that extends through much of the site. 
Results are reproduced in Plate A2-7. It was stated by the 
engineer in charge of the project that the piles penetrafed the 
silt and gravel with hardly any resistance. In t~e material 
below, the resistance to driving was considerable-and the driving 
was "hard" all the way. For experimental purposes, the piles were 
driven well beyond the practical point of refusal. 

The piles that were eventually used for the bridge 
foundations consisted of McKinney steel cylinders, intended to be 
driven with closed pointed ends. The results that had been 
obtained with the H-beams were not applicable to this type of 
pile; because of the large displacement of clay, it was found 
impracticable to drive them to design depth. Instead they were 
driven with open ends, and the c~ay core was augered out of them. 

Plate Load Tests at Kings Avenue Site 

Results of plate load tests (Plate ~2-8) demonstrate the 
difficult foundation conditions in the blue-grey decomposed mud
stone. The tests were carried out at two sites, one on the south 
side of the river at chainage 5308, 35 feet south of Kings Avenue 
Radial and the other on the north side ~t chainage 5650 along the 
radial. 

On the south side, a plate 2 square feet in area was placed 
at a depth of 14 feet below the natural surface presumably on 
clayey weathered shale,- the same material as was penetrated in drill 
hole No.9, distant 5 feet away. At a loading of 27 tons per square 
feet, the material behaved elastically, although the settlement of 
the plate was considerable. 

• or 

• 
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On the north side a bearing plate 9 square feet in area 
was placed at a depth of 18 feet below the natural surface in blue
grey decomposed mudstone aqd shale. Settlement'was large at the 
maximum loading of 6.67 tons per square foot. 
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TABLE A2-2 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE BRIDGE SITE -------------------------------
SHEAR STRENGTH OF DECOMPOSED AND HIGHLY WEATHERED BEDROCK ---------------------------------------------------------

--------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------~----------------------~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Lab,oratory Work 
by 

'Hole No. 
(for 1 ocat i on 

see Plate A2-2) Location of Hole 
Depth in 
feet 

Mo i sture 
per cent 

Plasticity 
Index* 

Weight 
1bs per cu. ft 

Angle of 
Frlction* 

Cohesion 
1bs/sq. in. * 

Geology 

--~-----------------------------------------------------------~--------------~-----------------------------~-------------------------------------~-------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Foundation F26 Pi er 2 zone of 20 1 S.E. of DH5 30-106 21.25 4-10 (15) 126.132 5-18 (13) 7-30 (13) Grey clay, sandy clay. soft siltstone 
Engineering shearing and 6.10 (11) 8-13 (9) 11-23 (8) 
Services Pty Ltd decomposition 115-120 23-30 11-14 124.130 0-1 4-5 

F33 65 1 W.S.W. of DH5 55-125 18a27 0-2 126-134 1 (1 ) 8 (1) 

F34 40 1 S.W. of DH5 50·150 16.24 0-6 126-136 23-36 (9) 16-32 (9) No log 
o (1), 6 (1) 8 (2) 
13-34 (9) 16-26 (29) 

F28 Pier 3 (low seis.ve10c.) 15 1 E. of DH3 30-128 13 .. 27 0.7 126.136 20-31 7 (1) Sandstone, clay, siltstone 
"- 13.37 (14) ." 

F30 Pier 4 40 r S. W. of OH2 29.40 14 .. 15 0-6 134 .. 136 29-32 18 Sandstone, siltstone, thin clay seams 

F32 Nth abutment 80' S.W. of om 30-67 13-21 4 .. 14 (12) 130-133 25-34 1-24 (10) Siltstone and sandstone; seam s of si It and 
5-8 (8) 6.10 (6) clay 

__ ---~ ___ -----___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ---------------------------- I 

1bs/sq. ft 

Light grey calcareous silt ~ 

George Wim~~¥ W5 Pier 1, 40' N. of ; on radial 26 .. 8-27.7 23 127 ( 20 I 0 f ) 
& Co. ltd 

\... 
( ) 

",~., 
( ) 

, 
1'16 Pier 2, 40' S. of ; on radial 21.5 .. 220 2 24 Coeffl cl ent 127 I f ( 9 800 ) I- f 

46.7-47.7 26 of consoll- 128 
( 

o f 1,900 ~ 
) 

dation in ( ) 

Light grey cal careous si 1t ¢ 

-. l_min. ( ) 
75-760 2 25 0.034 135 ( ) Hard lIght grey ca1careou~ silt ~ 

------~--------~' ~~~~\ ~~--~-----------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

* Figure in brackets denotes number of samples with this range. 

f I- Shear strength characterislics obtained by undrained triaxial compression tests of three or more 
1t - inch diameter undisturbed samples. 

f Specimens extremely variable - average shear strength characteristics given. 
~ Weathered siltstone 

--------------------------------------~.---------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Foundation & 
Engi neeri ng 
Services Pty ltd 

F24 

TABLE A2-3 

Pi~r 1, site of bored cylinder 
f~;Jndat ion E04. Samples ma in 1 y 
a~ 2 - foot intervals 

----------~------·'--------·--·--,~i,~---------, I 

COMMONWEALTH AVENUE BRIDGE SITE 

COMPRESSION TESTING OF SLIGHTLY TO MODERATELY WEATHERED BEDROCK 
----------~-----------------------------------------~----------

E£~e~~~~i£~_!~~!_~_!~L~9~~~~_f£~i 
Exceeds 1,000,000 except at 32 feet, "Firm to hard b1 ue-
250, 000. ~nd 39 and 52 feet. 890,000 grey calcareous mudstone II 

, . ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



TABLE A2-4 

------
Testing by 

COMMONWEALTH AVENUE BRIDGE SITE 

STANDARD PENETRATIDN AND CONE PENETRATION TESTS 
~----------------------------------------~--

--------~$--~~------~-----------~---------~------------------~~--------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
Hole No. 
(See Plate 
A2.2) 

Remarks on LOGati on of Hol e 
(All holes are aloijg Clwealth 
Ave radl at) 

Depth 
(feet) 

Blows per 12 - Incn 
( Peneh'at laD 

(C) Cone penetl'atlon 
Material Penetrated 

__ ........ ! _____ ~_. ____ ~ __ ~. -....,~--o.-!------_____________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 

George Wimpey 
& Co. ltd 

1111 

1112 

W4 

1115 

W6 

W7 

W8 

South abutment, 240 ft south of 

South abutment# 120 ft south of 

South abutment and Pier 1, 
midway between 

Pier 1, 40 ft north of 

Pier 2# 40 ft south of 

Pier 2, 80 ft north of 

PI el' 4, 50 ft north of 

3.5- 4.5 

7.7- 8.7 

... 
1.5. 2.5 

3.7- 4.7 

10.2.11.2 

.. 

8,2- 9.2 

2.5- 3.5 

,.7 .. 8 

,11-12 

20.8.21.8 

2.8. 3.8 

8.5 .. 9.5 
-. 

14. 5~ 15.5 

98.5-98.7 

20.21 , 

10 

9 

(C) 50 

17 

6 

11 

6 

4 

5 

5 

7 

8 

(C) 56 

10 

18 

(C) 24 

(C) 50 

(C) 57 

Loose coarse sand 

Silty clay 

Dark grey ltmestone 

Silty fine to medium sand 
n n n n n 

I II II II 

SIlt . 

Sandy si H 

Sand silt to 8.6 1, then si lty clay 

Silt beoomlng sandy with depth 
n II n n II 

Light grey calcareous silt * 

Clayey silt 
II n 

Medium to coarse gravel 

Grey calcareous silt* with very dense 
fine gl'avel below 98,5 -ft 

Sandy, fine to medium gravel 

-------...--------------........ ---------~-.--...--~-~----~-~-. 

* Weathered siltstone 
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APPENDIX 3 

GEOLOGY AND FOUNDATION CONDITIONS 

AT C.ANl3ERRA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL 

INTRODUCTION 

These notes record observations made during several 
brief inspections, when the site had been excavated "to basement level 
and excavating for foundations was in progress. 

The main buildings comprise a western bl"ock of two storeys, 
and a central and a north-eastem block each of seven storeys, 
designed for extension to ten storeys. No information is available 
on the site investigation, except that diamond drilling was done down 
to hard weathered bedroCk. 

GEOLOGY AND FOUNDATION CONDITIONS 

The only geological information recorded is the general 
type of rock in the foundations. 

WESTERN BLOCK 

Bedrock consists of calcareous siltstone and sandstone. 
The two-storey bud ling was satisfactorily founded by means of spread 
footings on weathered and partly weathered bedroCk. 

CENTRAL BLOCK 

BedroCk consists of calcareous siltstone and sandstone. 
Design load for the foundation was 11i tons per square foot. To obtain 
adequate support fr9m the weathered bedroCk, piers were taken down 
to depths that ranged from 11 to 60 feet"; their bases were belled. 

NORTH EASTERN BLOCK 

Bedrock consists of limestone and silty limestone, which 
had weathered through solution of the calcium carbonate in groundwater; 
impuri ties in the limestone remain as a small amount of residual cl~ 
and silt. Weathering has taken place at any surface accessible to 
groundwater; the" ~dissol ved limestone immediately below each surface 
is commonly hard. Weathering along jointe and similar openings has 
resulted in the complete s~paration of blocks of bard limestone from 
the main mass of the bedrock. The blocks tend to remain embedded 
in residual clay, or transported cl~, at heights of many feet above 
the solid QedroCk. The excavations at the hospital site exposed 
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numerous such "boulders" and large residual blocks of hard limestone 
embedded in red clay and. sandy clay •. 

The diamond drilling that was done during the site 
excavation indicated hard weathered bedrock, described as IIslaty 
mudstone II , at depths of about 30 fee·t. Some or all of this hard 
bedrock must have been limestone, possibly occurring as I1floating 
blocks ll that originated through the process of weatheririg' just 
described. When it was recognised that the bedrock was limes,tone, 
precautions were taken to avoid·founding a pier on a "floating block" 
which might be too small or lacking in stability under the applied 
load. The contractor excavating the foundations was required to drill 
15 feet below foundation level. 

.. 

.... 

..' 

.' 



APPENDIX 4 

GEOLOGICAL NOTES, SITE OF NORTHERN SUBUlmS 

MAIN OUTFALL SEWER. ACTON 

GENERAL 

The sewer lies almost entirely in alluvium. Weathered 
bedrock, consisting of calcareous shale and mudstone occurs at or 
above the bottom of the excavation for the sewer main from manhole 
29 to 120 feet south of it and·in the river bed. The accompanying 
plan and sections (Plate M-1) show the location of the sewer tunnel 
and trench, and summarize the geology •. 

The alluvium consists of recent-river sediment in the 
vicinity of the present river channel, between manholes 29 and 30, 
and of somewhat older river sediment farther south. In the flat 
area between manholes 30 and 31 the older alluvium is concealed by 
a thin cover of fine- to medium-grained windblown sand'. 

MANHOLES 29 to 30 

The bedrock surface lies approximately between R.L. 1785 
feet and R.L. 1788 ~eet from the southern edge of the river channel 
northwards to within. about 40 feet of manhole 29, where it rises 
fairly steeply. The exact el~vatio~ of the bedrock at the manhole 
is not known. At manhole 28, which is 28 feet to the north, it is 
at R.L. 1819 feet. Beneath the river channel the bedrock consists 
of highly calcareous' shale or slate, and mudstone. Because of the 
high proportion of lime it is hard, and had to be excavated by blasting. 
Near ~ole 29 the bedrock was readily excavated with jackpicks. 

The alluvium on the northern side of the river consists 
of loose wet sand, soft black mud and soft clay. While it was being 
excavated water streamed from the sandy beds, and wall and roof tim
bers :lad to 'be driven in ahead of the face to keep the tunnel intact 
(i .e. ~piling or forepoling metho'ds of tunnelling had •. to. be used). 
South 6f the river almost to manhole 30, dark brown sandy silty clay 
rests on loose coarse ~and and gravel. 

MANHOLE 30 to 31 

:'Slightly north of manho~e 30 the recent loose-textured 
river ~luvium termina:tes a.ga.ins~older alluvium whic!l.is covered 
by med~um-grained windblown sand •. The older alluvium-'consists of 
lenticUlar bands of sand and gravel in which the fragment s have been 

.. derived from many types of rock. This polymict alluvium is represented 
in the accompanying drawings by the symbol-Po During the period since 
the alluvium was deposited many of the rock fragments have weathered 
to friable earth and clay. Released iron oxide has coated the adjacent 
fragmerits and weakly cemented the alluvium. Clay has entered the pore 
spaces and reduced permeability. Locally the sandy beds are almost 
impermeable. The coarser bands, formed of granules and pebbles, are 
commonly slightly permeable; they permit slow seepage of water into 
the excavation during wet weather, and for some time afterwards when 
the gro~dwater table is high • 

• 1.' .' ~! 
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At a point 40 feet north of manhole 31, the sewer enters 
hard clay. Near its botmdary the clay is inter-fingered with the 
old alluvium and clearly was deposited contemporaneously with it. 
Possibly the- clay was deposited in a lake, into which the older 
alluvium was carried in times of flood. The weathering which 
modified the alluvium also affected the clay, in general reducing 
particle size and porosity and increasing cohesion. Migration of 
iron oxide Pas resulted in mottling and some cementation. The 
clay stood up w~ll in the excavation and remained dry. 

MANHOLES 31 to 32 

This section was tunnelled. The clB\Y described in the 
preceding paragraph extends 130 feet southwards from manhole 31. 
At this point it gives place to sand and· gravel, mainly loose and 
moist, with thin interbeds of clay, which continue southwards along 
the sewer excavation for 140 feet. The sand and gravel is considered 
to be an extension of the old alluvium which occurs between manholes 
30 and 31. Continued seepage of water through it, probably draining 
from the catchment to the east between Capital Hill and Cork Hill, 
has washed out most of the inter-granular clay. 

For the last 70 feet towards manhole 32 the sewer ttmnel 
passes through wet, loose, coarse sand and gravel free of clayey 
bands. When this section was being excavated, after a period of rain, 
the ground-water was almost up to the top of the shaft at the site 
of manhole 32. Water flowing strongly from the sand and gravel was 
pumped from the shaft by· an electric pump operating 24 hours a day. 
~ this part of the ttmnel, viz from manhole 32 northwards to the 
clay, a distance of 230 feet, the roof timbers had to be driven ahead 
of the working face, using spiling methods. Walls stood up fairly 
well, and were lightly timbered a short time after excavating. 

MANHOLE 32 to 33 

A short tunnel was driven below a low spur about 120 to 
270 feet southwards from manhole 32. Elsewhere this section was 
trenched. 

.The sewer passes through coarse sand and ~avel, which 
is quite loose and. tmcemented, for at least 400 feet south of manhole 
32. At a point 240 feet from the manhole the sand and gravel is 
poorly cemented and a small, flow of water was seeping into the tunnel • 
at the time of inspection. The roof had to be supported but the 
walls stood up satisfactorily. From about 80 feet north to 30 feet 
north of manhole 33 the soil to a depth of 2 feet 6 inches consists of 
red-brown clay. This is tmderlain by po1ymict sand and gravel essentially 
similar to that between manholes 30 and 31. 

.' 
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Fairly long stretches of the excavation between manholes 
-32 and 33 were not inspected. They include the portion extending 
from 40 feet to 240 feet south and 244 feet to 600 feet south. 
According to the foreman in charge of the job the excavation went 
through sand and gravel, which was loose down to the bottom of 
the t~ench, where it consisted of cemented alluvium. 
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APPENDIX 5 

GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATION OF PROPOSED WEIR SITE 

AT LENNOX CROSSING, ACTON, A.C.T. 

INTRODUCTION 

At Lennox Crossing, about 2000 feet south-east of the 
Canberra Community Hospital, a low-level bridge spanned the Molonglo 
River before Lake Burley Griffin was formed; Lennox Crossing Road 
ran south-eaGt and east-south-east from the vicinity of the hospital 
to join Commonwealth Avenpe. The Lennox Crossing locality was 
investigated during 1958 as a possible weir-site for the Canberra 
lakes scheme. The geological investigation of the site is covered in 
a detailed report by Gardner (1958) and the geophysical investigation 
by Hawkins (1957). The following notes include most of the 
geological and geophysical information contained in the reports; 
they refer to conditions before the lake was formed. 

GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS 

GENERAL 

Most of the area is covered by alluvium. Impure limestone 
and calcareous shale or mudstone of Lower Silurian age crop out on 
the north-western bank near the Nurses 8uarters; it strikes approxi
mately 3100 magrietic and dips 150 to 25 south-west 0 On the opposite 
side of the river the surface is sandy. It rises gently in a south
easterly direction and attains an elevation of 1825 feet at a 
distance of 350 feet from Lennox Crossing. A seismic survey in 1956 
of a possible Mint si te on the eastern side of Commonw"eal th Avenue 
indicated that this area is covered by alluvium down to a maximum 
depth of more than 30 feet. 

RECENT RIVER ALLUVIUM 

The alluvium encountered in drill holes 1 and 2 (see Plates 
A5-1 & 2) on either side of the river, consists mainly of coarse, 
loose sand. Its thickness is approximately that estimated in the 
seismic survey. Towards the north-west the alluvium terminates 
against a steep slope leading up to the limestone outcrops near the 
tennis court. In a south-easterly direction the alluvium probably 
terminates a short distance past DD2 against higher ground underlain 
by sand and weathered alluvium.· 

• In "the original report (Gardner, 1958) the weathered alluvium is 
termed "lacustrine sediment" 
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Notes on Distribution 

The surface of the alluvium is for the most part at about 
R.L. 1805'. A shallow channel has been scoured out by flood waters 
down to R.L. 1802' and at the edge of the rising ground east of DD2 
the alluvium extends to a maximum elevation of 1810'. The base of 
the. alluvium, resting on bedrock, extends in its deepest parts to 
R.L. 1780'. The width of alluvium along section line A-B (Plate A5-1) 
is 900 feet. 

WEATHERED ALLUVIUM 

Diamond drill holes 3 and 4 passed through a few feet of 
sand and clayey sand and then about 20 feet of semi-consolidated 
weathered alluvium consisting of clay, sandy clay, and beds of sand 
and gravel in which the intergranular and inter-pebble spaces are 
occupied by compact clay. The old deposits of weathered alluvium 
extend southwards towards.Camp Hill and eastwards towards Cork Hill. 
North-westward, th~y probably terminate at the relatively steep slope 
that leadq dO.wn to the river channel and flats. The seismic survey 
does not disclose the thickness of the weathered alluvium. Instead, 
it gives a figure for overburden, which represents the thickness of 
the weathered alluvium plus underlying decomposed bedrock. These 
two layers have similar seismic velocities, a little higher than the 
velocities characteristic of recent river alluvium, and they were 
not distinguished by the methcds used. The probable position of the 
base of the deposits of weathered alluvium is shown in Plate A5-1. 

Notes on Distribution 

The top of the old alluvium ranges from R.L. 1810' nekr the 
river channel to R.L. 1850' near auger hole A5j the base (resting 
on decomposed bedrock) ranges from about R.L. 1790' near the river 
ch~el to R.L. 1835' near auger holeA6. 

Permeability 

The high clay content of the weathered alluvium suggests a 
low permeability. This is confirmed by water pressure tests in 
drill holes 3 and 4. Nevertheless it is possible that permeable 
gravel beds or gravel fillings of former channels are present, as 
were found a short distance away to the south-west during the ex
cavation of ·a tunnel for the northern suburbs outlet sewer. 

• 

... 
• 
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Campactian 

The depasits af weathered alluvium have nat been laaded 
by weight af averlying sediments and, unlike the underlying shale 
and mudstane, they are paarly campacted. They will campact 
readily under a light laad,- and appreciable settlement may be 
anticipated shauld any structure be faunded an theme 

BEDROCK 

Drill hales 1 and 2 entered hard, little-weathered sedi
mentary rack immediately beneath the alluvium. The hardness and 
degree af weathering do. nat change appreciably dawn the hales, 
despite an apparent intermediate seismic velacity indicating a 
discantinuity at depths ranging fram 10 to 25 feet fram the·surface 
af the bedrack. The seismic results st-ggest that the type af 
bedrack faund in holes 1 and 2 extends fram the vicinity of the 
haspital to. Lennax Crassing Bridge and eastwards fram the river 
alang Lennax Crassing Raad far at least 440 feet. 

Lithalagy 

The aut crops in the vicinity af the tennis court (see 
Plates A5-1 & 2) cansist af hard, black, impure limestane, aver
lain by saft weathered shale and mudstane. Prabably the latter 
beds are relatively hard at a depth af 5 to 10 feet from the 
surface. Drill hales 1 and 2 intersected highly calcareaus fine
grained sediment, camprising mudstane and siltstane, and caarser-

.grained calcareaus sandsto.ne. The fine-grained sediment exhibits 
distinct slaty cleavage ar fracture cleavage. Jaints are mainly 
tight. Same are smaath, clean and chlariticj athers are lined 
by calcite and a thin caating af pyrite. The calcareaus sandstane 
is very hard and nat readily scratched with a knife. Cleavage is 
paarly develo.ped o.r absent. Drill hale No.. 1 passes mainly thraugh 
very fine-grained sedimentary strata in which a few narraw sandstane 
beds are intercalated. No.. 2 hale revealed a larger prapartian af 
sediment o.f intermediate size, camprising silty mudstane and shale. 
The lime cantent o.f the rack when fresh was prabably much lawer 
than that af the calcareaus strata af drill ho.les 1 and 2. 
Passibly it was claser in amaunt to. that af the shale and mudstone 
near the tennis caurt. Drill hale No.. 4 passed thraugh weathered 
alluvium, into. a plastic yellaw-brawn clay farmed by decampasitian 
in situ o.f the bedrack. A few fragments, up to. 4 inches lang, af 
black limestane may represent thin limestane interbeds partly 
remaved by salutian. At 30 feet the drill entered a cavity which 
persisted dawn to. nearly 37 feet, where it entered hard, campact, 
impure limestane. 
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Structure 

The Silurian. strata within the general area form open 
folds that trend approximately 180 west of north (magnetic). 
Synclinal and anticlinal axes are s~tuated about 900 feet west 
and east, respectively, from. Lennox Crossing. A major fault 
runs in a north-westerly direction across the area in the 
vicinity of the Acton offices. It has not greatly affected the 
strata at Lennox Crossing, except perhaps that some joints and 
minor fractures are to be attributed to it. 

The limestone and the calcareous shale and mudstone 
near the tennis court display a slaty cleavage or fr~cture 
cleavage thnt trends 0100 magnetic; the folds pitch southwards 
at a small angle. Core recovered from the diamond drill holes 
displays a similar slaty cleavage. In order to provide a basis 
for interpreting the structure of the bedrock at Lennox Crossing, 
the joints, bedding and frncture cleavage in the core from DD1 
and DD2 were mapped in detail. The results are summarized in the 
joint rosettes of Plate A5-2. It can be seen that the two drill 
holes give almost identical joint patterns and when these are 
oriented similarly the cleavage directions coincide. Assuming 
that the cleavage remains constant throughout the area and has 
the strike 0100 noted above, the strike and dip of the sedi
mentary strata in each hole is as shown on the joints rosettes. 
From the attitudes of the beds it is inferred that a minor 
anticline and a syncline, shown in section in Plates A5-1 & 2, 
are imposed on the eastern limb of the larger regional syncline 
(or western limb of the anticline). The position of the top 
surface of the limestone beneath the alluvium is indicated on the 
plan in Plate A5-1. This structural section is admittedly the 
result of interpretation but structures mapped in the limestone 
outcrop in the river by Pittman (1911) fit in with the interpre
tation from DD1 and DD2. 

Strength 

Tests have not been made to determine the strength of 
the bedrock. However, in DD1 and DD2 it appears to have very 
considerabie strength immediately beneath the river alluvium. 
This is confirmed by the approximate values for Young's modulus 
estimated from seismic velocities (Hawkins~ 1957). The highly 
calcareous beds with velocities of 16,000 to 20,000 feet p~r 
second have an estimated modulus that ranges from 7.0 x 10 to 
12.0 x 1061b. per square inch. The seismic data indicate that 
rock of similar strength underlies the alluvium westwards to the 
higher ground in the vicinity of the tennis court. Eastward and 
south-eastward similar conditions apply at least as far as the 
boundary of the river alluvium. The weathered alluvium, though 
comparatively young geologically, is considerably older than the 
recent river alluvium. Its constituent particles have weathered 
since they were deposited and the upper part of the underlying 

, 
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bedrock has become weathered and decomposed; the seismic d~ta 
suggest that the fresh or partly weathered bedrock lies at depths 
ranging from 20 to 34 feet and, east of Commonwealth Avenue, up 
to 39 feet below the surface. Diamond drill hole No. 3 entered a 
zone of shearing and fracturing in which weathering oJ the bedrock 
may be expected to continue to considerable depths, perhaps 100 
feet or more. At the bottom of the hole, 33 feet deep, bedrock is 
decomposed and quite soft. In hole No. 4 hard impure limestone 
was entered at 36 feet which is approximately the same as the 
seismic estimate. 

Permeability 

Water loss in drill holes 1 and 2 was considerable but 
could be stopped by grouting without undue trouble. It results 
from leakage through narrow open joints, narrow bands of fractured 
or crushed rock, and through c~vities caused by solution of highly 
fossiliferous bands composed mainly of calcium carbonate. Drill 
hole No. 4 entered a cavity between 30 feet and 36 feet above 
massive impure limestone. Apparently it was caused by solution of 
the upper part of the limestone. The water pressure testing, 
summarized on the diagrams on Plate A5-2; shows excessive water 
loss, but the potential loss may be even higher. Immediately after 
the hole had been drilled water running at full pressure from a ~" 
hose placed inside the collar of the hole escaped freely from the 
cavity. If the interpretation of structure already given is 
correct, and providing the limestone forms a continuous bed, 
cavernous limestone could form a folded outcrop more than 2000 
feet long beneath permeable river alluvium. 
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GEOLOGICAL LOGS OF DIAMOND DRILL HOLES 
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APPENDIX A5-£ 

GEOLOGICAL LOGS OF AUGER HOLES 
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APPENDIX 6 

GEOLOGICAL NOTE ON CORK HILL, CANBERRA A.C.T. 

(Old Brick Shale Deposit) 

by· 

J.H~ Herlihy 

(modified slightly by D.E. Gardner) 

Geology: 

The rocks in the area belong to the Riverside Formation of· 
the Canberra Group, which is Lower Silurian in age. 

They consist of very fine to fine grained sandstone inter
bedded with narrow beds of siltstone. Outcrop is confined to the 
excavated area (see accompanying map) which is, however, partly 
cove:c-ed.by soil and rubble. 

The sandstone is light yellow to yellowish light brown in 
colour. Much of it is banded with thin iron-stained, brown layers, 
a few millimetres thick. Tlle banding at first appears to be current 
bedding, as some of it may be,. but much of it is probably the result 
of the diffUsion of iron oxide during weathering. The grain eit:e of .
the sandstone varies from very fine to fine with a general tendency 
towards. the larger grain size at the bottom of'the section. 

The siltstone is light to dark grey, well jointed,. unfossiliferous 
and has some manganese staining op. the joillts. 

Structure: 

The sequence strikes in a north to north-easterly direction 
and dips to the east. The dip flattens towards the bottom of the 
section. In the western portion of the area the dip abruptlychaitges 
to th~ west. There are no exposures at the line of change,'which is 
marked on the map as an inferred anticline. . 

. Two minor faults are exposed over difit.ances of two to three 
feet. Each fault plane i~ thinly coated with ferruginous chert •. 
Ferruginous chert occurs in much of the sandstone in layers half an 
inch to 1 inch wide. 

Some fragments of dark brown or black material rich in iron 
and manganese oxides were found at one locality, which also contained 
small quartz crystals three quarters of an inch long. The occurrence 
of quartz crystals and chert.at the locality suggests that some· 
silicification has occurred. 
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Concl usions: 

The inferred anticline is possibly associated with the 
Acton anticline to the north-; it niay -represent a drag fold ~:>n the 
eastern limb. 

Pools of water which cover parts of the eastern and southern 
portions of the excavated area suggest that the rocks are impermeable 
or only slightly permeable. 

p 

,. 

,'--
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APPENDIX 7 

GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE. SITE' 

OF A PROPOSED CONFERENCE CENTRE, ACTON, A.C.T. 

(from Buchhorn, 1968a, 1968b) 
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APPENDIX 7 

GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATION 

OF THE SITE OF A PROPOSED CONFERENCE 

CENTRE, ACTON, A.C.T. 

INTRODUCTION 

The ~ollowing notes-are derived from unpublished reports 
by Buchhorn (1968a, 1968b). 

A conference centre at which a multi-storey building would 
be erected is proposed for an area adjoining the Albert Hall, fronting 
Commonwealth Avenue, Acton. The locality _is marked on Plate A7-1. 
The site-is only 800 feet distant from the Secretariat Building where 

. great difficulty and expense were incurred with the foundations, because 
of the presence of cavernous limestone. The Conference Centre site was 
investigated by means of a shallow seismic refraction survey, followed 
by diamond drilling. 

GENERAL GEOLOGY 
- II 

According to Opik (1958) the site is located on rocks of the 
Lower Silurian Riverside Formation, which consists of calcareous shale 
with limestone lenses, shale, sandstone, -tuff, and rhyolite. The 
Riverside Formation is conformably overlain to the west by the City 
Hill Shale, which consists of calcareous shale with limestone lenses. 
The north-west trending Acton Fault, which truncates the Riverside 
Formation and City Hill Shale, lies to the south-west of the site. 
The point where it crosses the Molonglo River has been established by 
seismic work (Hawkins, 1957). - - - _ 

The area is blanketed by unconsolidated sediments, probably 
. residual sOil, alluviUllland some dune sand. As the site has been 

landscaped there is also fill material of unknown origin. The maximum 
depth of fill is 8 feet (by comparison of present topography with that 
shown on Department of the Interior Detail Series Sheet J7A, 1st 
edition). -

The Riverside Formation has proved a difficult foundation 
roCk elsewhere because of solution- cavities in limestone lenses. 
Limestone has been recorded on the south bank of the Molonglo River 
about 500 feet north-west of the site, at R.L. ·1805, dipping 150 sw. 

- It has also been located in a drill_hole just north-east of the 
intersection of Commonwealth Avenue and King Edward Terrace (Gardner, 
1958), and in the Secretariat Building-foundations. Some of the -
limestone lenses are cavernous; in the Secretariat Building foundations 
caverns occur at all elevations. They are known as deep as R.L. 1760. 
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From the eviaence that was available it was considered probable 
that some limestone might underlie the proposed Conference Centre site. 

SEISMIC INVESTIGATION 

The investigation was carried out with a Dresser - SIE R5-4 
Seismic Timer. Small charges of gelignite were used to provide the 
seismic wave. 

The results are shQwn on the accompanying drawing. Depths 
to bedrock are summarized in Table'A7-1. 

The seismic velocities are interpreted as corresponding 
to the following materials (modified from Hawkins, 1957). ' 

900- 2000 feet/second. Alluvium, dunesand, soil and fill (overburden) 

4300. 4500 feet/second. ,Clay, completely weathered rock, or cavernous 
limestone': Al ternati vely, water-saturated 
overburden. 

9000-15000 feet/second. "Bedrock", 1. e. slightly weathered or 
lmweathered rock; probably calcareous shale, 
shale arid sandstone, possibly some limestone. 

It'is expected that an auger could penetrate materials with 
seismic velocity up to '5000 feet/second~ unless they contained large 
rOCk fragments. The material could be readily excavated for foundations. 
Materials of seismic velocity 9000 feet/second or greater would 
provide satisfactory foundations for the type of ' structure being 
considered, provided the rocks are not cavernous. 

DIAMOND DRILLING 

Four diamond drill holes were put down to depths of 80 feet, . 
using, an NMLC double tube core barrel with a split inner tube. The 
sites of the holes'are shown on Plate A7-1: geological logs of the 
drill holes are given in an Appendix. 

The diamond-drill holes intersect bedroCk at depths 
between 27 and 37 feet, in good agreement with seismic results. 
TableA7-1 gives comparison of depths. 

, 
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Table A7 .. 1 

-3-

Depths to Bedrock Measured During Drilling and 
Estimated From Seismic Refraction Survey 

. SEISMIC SURVEY RESULTS DIAMOND DRILLING RESULTS 

Number of ... Depth to Number of D~pth to 
Seismic Bedrock Drill Bedrock -
Stations . (feet) Holes (feet) 

.1 50 + .. 

8 38·to 32 3 37 to 34 
1 27.5 1 27.5 

4 13 to 19 

.-

. It seemS likely that ·the depth estimate of at least 
50 feet is in error. The· sha,llow.er depths estimated, 13 to 19· feet, 
suggest that ridges rise above the .gener~ level- of .the top of the 
be,drock • 

GEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF DRILLING RESULTS 

UNCONSOLIDATED DEPOSITS 
u 

-- The bedrock is covered by soil, fill and alluvium·, which 
have the thicknesses shown in Table A7-2. 

Table A7-2 Thicknesses of Unconsolidated Deposits 

Drill Hole Thickness·of Unconsolidated Deposits (see Plate A7-2) (feet) . 

Soil Fill Alluvium 

1 ? . 13.8 13.6 

2 ? 10 24 

3 1 35.5 
.f 

4 ? 15 22 
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BEDROCK 

The main rock ... type is a sii ty limestone. It is fossil
if'erous' -and 'includes .some. clastic beds , up to 1-1 inches thick, composed 
almost entirely of fossils. Beds of fine quartzose calcareous sand
stone between half an inch and four feet thick, are interbedded with 
the limestone. Bedding is apparent in both limestone and sandstone, 
and the limestone has a faint cleavage, but neither show any tendency' 
to split where fresh. Both rock types are crossed by veins of calcite 
and pyrite, about 1/20th of an inch thick, at an average spacing of 
about one foot. 

The rock shows sedimentary structures: bedding, graded 
bedding, load casts, worm,burrows (in limestone), and mottled 
structure (in sandstone). 

Fossils are nUmerous; the fossils and rock types present 
indicate that· the rock probably belongs to the Riverside Formation.~ 

The dip, measured in the drillholes, is-about 150
; probably 

the dip is to the south-west and the rock is located on the west limb 
of the Acton Anticline. 

In view of the shallow dip of the strata, rock types other 
than those intersected in the drillholes are not likely to occur on 
the site at a depth which would affect foundation conditions. 

Fractures in drill-core, particularly tho~e near the end 
of .~ lift, are mainly caused by drilling and only a few are true 
joints. Fractures with weatheri~g are joints; ·some of the other 
fractures', particularly those oblique to the core, are likely to be 
incipient joints. Drilling fractures are more numerous where the rock 

. is slightly weathered, and many occur along calcite veins. Fractures 
divide the. core into lengths ranging matnly from about half an ~ch 
to two feet. 

Solution of a couple of calcite veins in sandstone has 
occurred, leaving ca'1i ties less than a quarter of an inch wide. 
The calqareous cement has also been partly dissolved from some of the 
calcareous ·sandstone but the cohesion and structure of the. sandstone 

·has not been greatly affected. Where solution of silty limestone has 
occurred (as in much of the weathered limestone) the rock has retained 
its structure (but has lost much of its strength) even if all of the . 
calcium carbonate has been removed and the rock no longer reacts with 
acid. Some thin beds logged as fresh·usilty limestone" are unreactive 
to acid, and are probably 'siltstone with little calcium carbonate. No 
pure limestone has been seen. From these observations and from 
laboratory tests it may be concluded that cavities are unlikely to have 
developed in this rock type. Certainly the drilling has not detected any 
cavities. 

* Strusz, D.L., 1968: Oral communication 

-..... r 
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LABORATORY TESTS 

. Spb.oinieno Y1, Y2 and Y3 (Reg. No. 6730103) were analysed 
in the B.M.R. Chemioal laboratory. Specimens Y4 and Y5 were examined 
by D.A. Buchhorn. 

Y1. D~2, 11 feet depth • Silt~ lim~stone. ~alysis, 60% OaOO); residue 
of SlIt wJ.th graphlte and some clar. 

Y2. DRi, 35 feet depth. Silty ~imestone. Analysis, 61~ CaC03; residue 
of silt with graphite and some cl~ 

Y3. DR1, 39 feet depth ~ Silty limestone. Analysis, 51% CaC03; residue 
of silt with some clay. 

Y4. DH1, 30 feet depth - Silty limestone. The specimen was immersed in 
concentrated hydrochlOric acid for several days. 
Reaction ceased and did not occur even when 
specimen was broken again. The rock retained 
its structure but was weakened somewhat. 
Microscopio examination of pulverise4 untreated 
rook showed fine-grained calcium carbonate 
about 60%; remainder quartz of silt size or 
finer. 

Y5. DH1 j 42 feet depth - Sandstone. Microscopic examination of pulverised 
rock showed the rock to be almost entirely of 
quartz, of fine sand size; some very small 
particles of chlorite (cement) and a zeolite, 
probably chabazite, are also present. No 
VOlcanic material or calcium carbonate was 
observed; the specimen was probably leached, 
as it was rather soft and was unreactive with 
acid. 

ENGINEERING GEOLOGY 

Overburden consists of sandy and gravelly clay (fill and . 
alluvium) which should not be difficult to excavate and which has 
reasonable strength, as it frequently yielded a complete core. Washing 
by drillwater reduced its cohesion in many places •. 

The bed~ock is moderately to highly weathered in the top 
few inches; and slightly to moderately weathered along joints; mainly 
neat the surface but extending ~ places to the end of the drillholes. 
Because sandstone is permeable onoe Some of its calcium carbonate is 
dissolved, complete bedS are commonly slightly weathered at all depths. 
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Joints are not closely-spaced; and there are no indications 
of~aults? cavities~ or any other structures on the site that are likely 
to affect foundation strength. The rock should provide an excellent 
foundation. 
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GEOLOGICAL LOGS OF DRILL HOLES 
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A8-2 Bedrock altered largely or entirely to clay 
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APPENDIX 8 

GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL rnVESTIGATION'OF 

_ NATIONAL LIBRARY SITE, CANBERRA . 

INTRODUCTION 

Diamond drilling at the proposed National Library site was 
arranged by consulting architects and engineers for the purpose of 
gaining some information on foundation conditions. The initial drilling. 
was done with a singl~.tube AX core barrel; core recovery was poor, 
and a change was made to EM double-tube core barrel with stationary 
split inner tube. With this equipment core recovery was generally 
better than 90 per cent.· t. 

A resistivity survey of th~ site was carried out by geo
physicists of the Bureau of Mineral Resources (Jesson & Kevi, 1963). 

RESULTS OF DRILLrnG 

The positions of the:drill holes are shown.in Plate A8-1· 
and geological se.ctions are giv.en in Plates A8-3' to AS.5; logs of 
drill holes are attached as an appendix to this repori(Appendix A8-1) 

T'he drill holes ente~ed weathered (oxidized) bedrock, 
fresh bedrock, and altered, l~ached and partly decomposed bedrock. 
The bedrock consists of silty mudstone and siltstone, with calcium 
carbonate rangi.ng from 17 to 41 per cent where sampled. The altered 
bedrock apparently occurs as a tabular body, presumably associated 
with a flatly'dippingfault at some depth below foundation level. 

BLEACHED AND DECOMPOSED 'BEDROCK 

A1tered~ bleached-bedrock was intersected in drill holes 
at .the posi ~ions shown in Table AB.-1. 
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Hole 
No. 

1 

2 

3 

5 

6 

8 

9 

10 

Table AB-1 - National Library Site: Bleached Bedrock.in Drill Holes 

(For locations of drillholes see Plate A8-1) 

R.L. of Bleached Bedrock Remarks Top Bottom 

1172' 1130.5' Decomposed from 1143' to 1140.5' 
.and 1130.5' to 1129.5' 

Minor bleached bands up to R.L.1806' 
. Partly decomposed from 1189.5' to 

1182' • 
No thick decomposed zone. 

r '. 

Semi-Bleached 
1800' 1160' Small decomposed.::.bands ;-and pockets 

Slightly Bleached Little if 'any settlement likely 
1160 ,'._ 1153.5' below foundation 

1803' 1115' Largely decomposed 

S.emi ... Bleached ,- ·\'.:f1.·~~ .. : :...;: ::;.:,} 

1115' 1138' Little core recovered; probably much 
clay washed out. 

1193.5' 1114' Small local seams of clay. 

Semi-Ble~ched Little if any settlement likely below 
1114' 1166' foundation. 

1164' 1125' Poor core recovery. Mainly 
decomposed. 

1811' 1186' 

_ Semi ... Bleached Poor core recovery; probably largely 1186' 1111' decomposed 

1115.5' 1130' A large proportion of clay from 
1145' to 1130' 

, 
1185' Deeper Large proportions of clay from 

than 1185' to 1181' 
1134' 1168' to 1166' 

1141' to 1134' and deeper. 

./ 

J 

-' 

- ~. 

--
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The altered, bleached bedrock was found in holes 5, 9 and 
10 at some depth below the lower limit of sub-aerial weathering and 
oxidation; probably it resulted from hydrothermal alteration adjacent 
to a fault. Similar alteration has been observed in the foundations 
of the nearby Commonwealth Avenue Bridge. A wide band of clay occurs 
adjacent to the main fault in the area, and bleaching and decomposition 
extends laterally along minor faults and joints, and ~long particular 
beds, which apparently wer~ susceptible to alteration. 

RESISTIVITY SURVEY 

Three traverses, G3 - G4, G5 - G9 and G2 - G1, were made in 
an easterly an~ south-easterly direction with an electrode spacing 
of 50 feet, and depth probing was carried out along traverse G11 - G10. 
(Jesson & Kevi, 1963). Locations of traverses are shown in Plate 
A8-1 and results are illustrated in Plate !B-2. 

Faulting, with associated fracturing and decomposition, 
would tend to lower the resistivity of the bedrock, and it was 
thought that the zone of bleached and altere4 bedrock would be detected 
as a zone of low resis'tivi ty. 

REsULTS 

Working westward along the geophysical traverses, the 
resistivity of the bedrock decreases significantly at about the 
inferred position of the fault (beneath the superficial ,deposits). 
Along traverse G11 - G10, where depth probing was carried out, a 
l~er of resistivity 90 to 100ohm-m occurs from near the surface 
to a depth of about 80 feet. ,This w~ interpreted by the geophysicists 
as moderately weathered to slightly weathered bedrock. A'low resistivity 
zone (about 75 ohm-m) occurs from about 145 feet to about 235 feet 
depth; it was thought that this might represent the fault that had 
been inferred on geolOgical grounds. High resistivities below 235 feet 
depth indicate unweathered bedrock. 

GEOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION , 

Reference to the geological logs and geological sections 
of the drill holes shows that in the eastern part of the area, at 
the locality of the depth probe, fracturing and associated partial 
decomposition of the bedrock has taken place within a depth interval 
of about 50 to 100 feet. However, the fracturing and decomposition 
are, in general, less intense than in the western drill holes, in 
particular holes, 8, 9 and 10.' It is considered that the main fault 
cuts the surface of the 'bedrock near these drill holes, dips easterly 
and at the locality of the depth probe, it has a depth of about 145 
feet. The fracturing and decompositi,on in the eastern drill holes, 
below a depth of about 50 feet, is interpreted as a minor fault that 
branches off from the main fault, as shown,on the cross-sections, Plates 
!B-3 to 5. 
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FOUNDATI ONS 

GENERAL 

The locations of the library buildings in relation 
to the interpreted position of the main fault zone at R.L. 1830 feet 
are shown in plan in Plate A8-1. The westem comers of the main 
building and the south-westem building are close to or encroach on 
the fault zone; the north-eastem building is at least 250 feet 
distant from it. 

Reference to Plate A8-5 shows that the main fault zone 
attains a depth of at least 50 feet beiow R.L. 1830 feet at a 
distance of about 50 feet from its position at 1830 feet. Hence 
any adverse effects on foundations are probably restricted to a fairly 
narrow area east of or down dip from, the interpreted position at 
R.L. 1830 feet shown in Plate A8-1. 

EFFECT OF ALTERATION OF BEDROCK 

The-thickness of the zone of altered bedrock adjacent 
to a fault of this type varies from place to place: this has been 
observed in excavations. The degree of alteration of the bedrock 
varies too; it ranges from thorough decomposition to a plastic clay, 
to bleaching and local decomposition, and in places to simple 
bleaching. - The strength or rigidity of the resulting material varies: 
the clay has little strength, and if it is to be subjected to loading 
beneath the foundations it should be tested for possible consolidation 
and settlement. The partly decomposed bedrock consists of residual 
hard fragments and Clayey matrix. The hard fragments provide a 
framework or skeletal structure that would probably support a 
considerable load without appreciable consolidation, and could be 
regarded as a safe material at a moderate depth below footings. 
The bedrock that is simply bleached, but not decomposed, has considerable 
strength and rigidity. 

A 9lassification of the altered bedrock (derived from 
Table A8-1) is given in Table A8-2. 

..1 
I 

--_. 

---
~. 
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, Table A8-2. National Library ,Site: ,Bedrock Altered La.i:gely 

01' Entirely to Clay. 

Hole No. Probable 
(and core Upper Level ,Altered Bedrock 
barrel' of Suitable Remarks 

used)* Foundation R.L. Thickness 
See Plate Rock (and (feet) 
A8-1'for proposed found-
locations ation ,level). From To 

" 

1 1850' 1143' 1740.5' 2.5' No thick 
(DT) " . ' (1830') 1130.5 ' 1129.5' . l' decomposed 

layer 
:..' -, 

" _J,::~j, , ' 1834' 1803' 1115' 28' Appears to be 
(ST) '. (H330' ) mainly silty 

cl~ (Very 
poor core 
recovery}. 

6 1845' 1164' 1125' 39' ' Appears to be 
(ST) (1830') mainly decom-

posed. (Very 
, poor core 

recovery). 

8 ' :1829' 1811' 1186' 31 ' , Appears to be 
, (ST) mainly deoom-

posed. ' (Very 
poor'oore 

" 
recovery) • 

9 1801' 1145' 
(DT) 

1730' 15" About 50% ol~ 

10 1805' 17,85 ' 1181' 4' 
(ST) 1.768 ' 1166' 2' 

.1141' : 1734' 
and l' 

deeper plus 

*, ST refers to AX single tube core barrel 
DT refers to EM double tube, stationary split inner tube core barrel. 
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PROBABLE FOUNDATION LEVEL 

The weathered bedrock at the drill sites appeared to be 
sufficiently rigid for foundations at the levels shown in Table 
A8-3. . 

Table A8-3. National Library Site: Levels at which Bedrock 

is Probably Sufficiently Rigid for Foundations. 

Drill Probable Drill Probable 
Hole Foundation Hole Foundation 

(see Plate Level (see Plate Level 
A8-1) R.L. (feet) A8-1) R.L. (feet) 

1 1850' ~ground surface) 6A 1853' 
2 1859' ground surf ace) 7 1834' (possibly 1840') 
3 1834' 8 1829' (possibly 1832') 
4 1829' (possibly 1832') 9 1807' 
5 1850' 9A 1816' 
6 1845' (possibly 1853 1 ) 10 1805' 
7 10A 1807' 

Above the R.L. shown in Table A8-3, the bedrock is deeply 
weathered, and is partly clayey. 

It was thought that the site would be excavated down to R.L. 
1836 feet and footings provided at R.L. 1830 feet. At this level, the 
bedrock would be satisfactory for foundations at the. sites of holes 
1, 2,3, 3A, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. At the sites of holes 9, 9A, 10 and 
10A the foundations would be at lower levels. 

FOUNDATION DESIGN 

Indiy~dual column spread-footings, 4 feet to 6.5 feet 
square in plan, were provided over a length of 216 feet from the south
eastern end of the building. In the north-west, where the fault is 
at a shallow depth below the bedrock surface, large combined footings 
of thick concrete supported thirteen to nineteen columns each, over a 
length of 120 feet. 

REFERENCE 

JESSON, E.E. and KEVI, L., 1963: Canberra National Library site 

resistivity survey, 1962. Bur. Miner. Resour. Aust. Record 

1963/119 (unpubl.). 
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GEOLOGICAL LOGS OF SOME OF THE DRILL HOLES 
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APPEND I X A8-1 NATIONAL LIBRARY SITE: GEOLOGICAL LOGS OF SOME OF THE DRILL HOLES. 

---------------.---------------.------.-----------------------------------------.-------------------------------.----.-------.----------.-----.----.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Hole No. 

*Core barre 1 
used and R.L. 
of collar 

Depth and 
Core Li ft ---=------------

From To 

Core 
Recovery 

(feet) (feet) (inches) 

Genera,l Notes 
on Weatheri n9 
and Alteration 

Li thology Altered Bedrock Remarks 
'" . ----------------------------------------------------

Bleached Plastic and PossIble Foundation Level 

---------------.-----------------------------------------------------------------.---------------------------------------------------------------------.--.--------------.---.----------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 
(Dr) 

i8!Al.6' , 

o 
3' 
9' 

13' 3 
16'10 
22' 
27' 
32' 
37' 
42' 
47' 
52' 
57' 
62' 
66'6 
68'6 
70'6 
74' 
78'6 
81 '4 
86' 
89' 
92' 
97' 

101 ' 
104'6 
110' 
115' 
120 ' 
124' 
129' 

134' 
139' 
144' 

3' 
9' 

13' 3 
16'10 
22' 
27' 
32' 
37' 
42' 

047' 
52' 
57' 
62' 
66'6 
68'6 
70'6 
74' 
78'6" 
81 '4 
86' 
89' 
92' 
97' 

10.1' 
104'6 
110' 
115' 
120' 
124' 
129' 
134' 

139' 
144' 
149' 

, , 

-----

, 
\ 

Weathered, 

oxidized. 

NearlY-------

all 

bleached 

Partly-bleached; 
otherwise fresh 

137bedrock 
Fresh~-ha-r-:d--

bedrock. 

7'6 8'6 

44'8 - 48' 
Partly bleached 
from 48' - 57' 
Bleached 61 ''':62' 

65'6 - 68'6 

78' 6 - 120' 

Part lY1Teached 
120' - 137' 

7'6 8' 

45'9 - 46'9 

61' - 62' 

65'6 - 66'6 

74 '8 - 75'8 
Loca 11 y beheen 
79'3 and 86' 

107'3 - 110' 

119' - 120' 
Locally 123'-124' 

and 
133' - 134' 

Satisfacto~1 foundation 

rock at surface. 

61' 
.ProbablYlPOorest-----

68'6 section of core 

75' 

86' 

119' 
Poor;-br~ken-and----
locally decomposed. 

134' 

Si ltstpne 
and silty mudstone, 
probably in part tuffaceous. 

Occasional small scale 
contemporaneous folding 
or slumping. 

----------------------------------------------------------------.----------------------------.--.----------.----_.---------------------------.---------------------------------------------------------------.--------------------------------------------, 

2 0 2' 220 

(Dr) 2' 4' 98 

4' 9' 60° 
1859' 9' 14' 580 

./ 14' 19' 58° 
19' 24' 47° 
24' 28' 36° 
28' 30' 20 D 

30' 34' 300 

34' 39' 580 

39' 44' 55D 

44' 49'3 398 

49'3 54'6 60 0 

54'6 59'9 60 0 

59"9 65' 51 8 

65' 70' 57° 
70' 75' 5311 

75' 80 ' 52 8 

80' 85' 55° 

Weathered 

and 

oxidized 

but 

fairly hard 

or fi rm. 

not oxidized. 

32'3 - 32 19 

51 '6 
Semi-bleached 

fi rm to 
hard 

74'9 
76' 

Semi-bleached; 

32'3 - 32'9 

75' - 76' 

Foundation probably satis
factory at surface. 

23'2 - 23'6 
27'3°-27'9 

31' - 34' 
38' - 39' 
43'6 - 44' 

64'9 - 65' 

j. 74'9 
76' 

75' 
- 76'3 

Siltstone and very fine 
~, sandstone. 
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-----~------------------------------------------------ -----------------------------------------------------------.----- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.-------------------
Ho 1 e No. 

-·Core barrel 
used and oR. L. 
of co lla'r ., 

J Depth and 
Core Li ft -F;;;m------T;;----

(feet) (feet) 

Core 
Recovery 

(inches) 

General Notes 
on Weathe ri ng 
and Alteration 

Altered Bedrock Remarks 
Li tho logy 

and Possible Foundation Level 
, Bleached Plasti c 

----------------------------------------------------.----.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2 90' 93'5 39B 91'3 91'3 

93 15 97' 46- SlightlYlbleiched. --- ~lightTy-bleached; , . ' 1 94' - 94'1 (contd!) hard. 95' - 95'4 97' 100' 35a ----------------- 93' - 93'5 -------
Broken but hard. 97! - 97'4 

100' 105' 59° Hard At 116', 35% Caco3 
• 

105' 108' 39 a 

108' 111'3 35° fresh 
111'3 115' 44° At 124', 18% CaC03 _ 
115' 120' 59° bedrock Crushed, some clay: 
120 ' 125' 59" 110'6 - 111'6 

----------
-----------------------.--------.---.----------------- -------------------------------------------------~----------------------~----------------------------------- ------------------.-----------------------------------------------------------------------

3 0 3' 
(S1) 3' 4' 12° 

4' 6' 10!0 
1856' 6' 11' 15' 

11' 13' 22° 
13' 15' 200 
15' 18' 17a 

18' ,'-- 20' 170 
20'_ 22' Ni 1 
22' '-----25' 16 ft 

25' 28' Nil 
28' 30' 6" 
30' 33' 218 
33' 35' 15" 
35' 38' 90 
38' 43;' 27" 

/ 

43' 46' 130 
46' 48' 90 
48' 51' 130 
51' 53' 100 
53' 55' 15" 
55' 58' 

,-
11° 

58' 61' 29° 
61' 63' 190 
63' 65' 3D 

65' 68' 7° 
68' 71' 12° 

/ 
/-

71" 76' 150 
76' 81' 130 
81' 83' 2!" 
83' 86' 4° 
86~ 88' 60 
88' 91' 7° 
91' 94' 4° 
94' 96' Nil 
96' 98' 4° 
98' 101' 4° 

101' 103' HO 
103' 106' 13° 
1061 109' 16° 
109' 111' 6° 
111' 113' 1P 

I 
! 

White and off-white 
decomposed 
bedrock. 

20' 

Weathered; 

ox i di zed. 

,Bleached 

Weithered;------------

pale buff -
grey. 

Bleached Main ly 

si lty 
clay. 

Firm fragments and sil ty 
cl aYe 

Possible foundation at 22' 

20' 

Cl ayey near: 
18' 
20 ' 

----Hr~-------
23 1 

fragments 

and short 

core 

lengths. 

53' 

35' 

40' 
43' - 46' 
51' 

53' 

Clayey-nei;;-Pr;bibly-----------

91' 

98' 
101' 

109 1 

113' 

much clay 
lost from 
sections 
where core 
recovery 
is poor. 

Overburden: Red clay; Silty 
clay from 2' 
Si lty mudstone 
and siltstone. 

81' 
, ---------T----------}------In,part hard silicified ' 

113' 
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---.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.--------------------------------------------------------------------.-------.------.... -
Ho 1 e No. Depth and Core 

·Core barre 1 Core li ft _____ _ Recovery 
usad and R.l. From To 
of c'.lllar (feet) (feet) (bches) 

Geilera 1 Notes 
on Weatheriilg 
and A lterati on 

Altered Bedrock Relilarks 
li tho logy 

and possible Foundation level 
Bl eached Plasti c 

-------------.------------.-----------------.---------------.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.-------------.------------------------------
3 

(eontd. ) 

10 
(sT) 

1846' 

113' 
116' 
118' 
123 1 

125' 

0 
16' 
18' 
21' 
23' 
26' 
29! 
31 ' 
34 1 

36 1 

38' 

41' 
43' 
46! 
49 1 

51 1 

53" 
55' 

60 1 

62"6 

65 1 

68! 
70 1 

73' 
781 
8CTr 

82 1 

85' 
88 1 

92 1 

94' 
97' 

102~' 

104"' 
107' 
1091 

116' 
118' 
123 , 
125' 
128' 

16' 
18 1 

21 ' 
23' 
26' 
29' 
31" 
34' 
36 1 

38' 
41 ' 

-43' 
46' 
49' 
51 ' 
53"' 
55' 
60' 

62 16 
65' 

68' 
70" 
73' 
78' 
80 1 

82' 

85' 
88' 
92 1 

91+' 
97 1 

102' 
104' 
1071 
1091 
1121 

9" Fresh, hard 
24° bedrock. 
24° 
27 0 

30° 

Notcored 
Ni 1 
4· Oxldized. 
5° 
Nil weathered. 
2· 
Nil 

100 

1a 
3D. 

6° 

13a 
16° 
13" 
16a 

5° 
12° 
25° 

Fresh;not-oxfdized 
60'10 --------

15° 
---------------

16° Bl eached Bl eached 

20n Fresh------ ----------------
7n Oxidrzed~-;eathered 

28u Fresh 
29 0 

75'-----------------11 0 Bleached --Nearly--------
12" all 

bleached 
20a 
15a 
150 

6" Fresh~---------- -----------------

32° not ox I dized. 94 16 - 9418 
32" list 8 inches 
14° Bleached-------- -Malnly----------
7a bleached 
3D 

511 

Fragments & short core lengths Hard, fresh blue-grey silty 
116 ' 

.~Good-core_----------------- Iiludstone or siltstone. 

.00_- ~.~.-. ~-~-----,---.I-. _...-__ 
Clayey sand 

Firill Sandy mudstone 
Si lty clay 

Oile hard fragment Hard (sil icified?) fiine sandstone 

last 2" recovered is crushed & soft. Argill Hic siltstone 
Soft, weathered. Mudstone 
Hard fragments Si ltsione 
Crushed; soft and hard fragments 

41 ' Probable foundation level 
',Hard Siltstone and Silty mudstone,blue-grey 

Hard. last inch recovered is soft. Slaty, silty mudstone. 
Hard (Why the Core loss?) Si lty mudstone. 
Hard. last 2u recovered is soft. Siltstone and Silty mudstone. 
Hard. First 1to recovered is crushed and soft. 
Hard. Weathered in middle 1to;crushed in last 1t~ 
Hard, weathered; last 2u blue-grey Si ltstone 

Hard, blue-grey siltstone 

-------------- 60'-62'10, 10" recovered 60 '10 
From 60'10 to 62'6, grey-white silty clay. 

large proportion? 10" fi rm or hard; remainder soft In part,firm;remainder silty clay 

----------------
Fairly hard, pale blue-grey; why thelcor~ Mainly hard, blue-grey siltstone. oss One short section oxidized and Hard, short core lengths. 
Good core, firlil or hard, except first 611 weathered; other short sections bleached 
Hard, then broken core 

--Probably------ Nearly all silty clay Nearly all silty clay 
'1 arge 80'-81' bleached, firm or hard; Mainly bleached siltstone, 
proporti on 81'-82' hard blue~grey. firiJ to hard. 

, 

,Firm or hard; middle 4° broken. 
Bleached middle inch and last 3° crushed. ----------------- Hard (why the core loss?) hla in ly hard, blue-grey 
Bleached 94'6 - 94 18 siltstone and silty Iiludstone. 
last 8" bleached. 

--Poor-core------ Firm to hard Mainly bleached and semi-bleached 
recovery; pro- Mainly bleached & partly decolilposed 

bab1y large Small ~raglilents (t to 1n) si1icified(?) 
proportion. Slila 11 fragment s 

------------_.-.------------------------ - ---------.-------------------_.-------------------------------------------.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.-----
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----~------------------------------------------------- ---- ------------------------------------------------------.-------.--_.-------------------------------------.---------------------------------------------------------.--.-------- ---------------
Ho 1 e' No~- Depth and Core General Notes Altered Bedrock Remarks 

~ Core barre 1 Core Li ft Recovery on Weathering 
used and' R. L. --From----To----

(inches) and Alteration 
of collar (feet) (feet) 

and possible Foundation Level Li tho logy 

Bleached Plastic 

------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------~-------- -------------------------------------------.------------------------------.---------------------------------------------------------.-------.--

10A 0 10' Not 
(Dr) 101 13'6 

13'6 21 ' cored 
18461 211 26~ 

26' 32 1 (7) 
32' (7) 32 12 
33 12 34' 11° 
34' 361 16° 
36' , 38'6 Nil 
3816 39 ' 3D 

39 1 411 20 0 

4P 46' 580 

46 1 50' 35° 

Oxidized No 
excepting bleached 
short core 
sections 
between 
41'&44' 

Possible foundation 

Probable foundation 

47'6 
" Broken, in part clayey. 

Sandy clay 
Clay with rock fragments 
Clay 
Nil 
Gravel 
Clay 
Weathered 
si ltstone 
and si lty 
mudstone 

---------------------------------------.--------------------------------------------------------------------.--_._-------------------.-----.-.-.-.----.-------.--------------.---.--------.---------------------------------------------------------------, 

* ST refers to AX single tube core barrel; Dr refers to BM double tube, stationary split inner tube core barrel. 

" 
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APPENDIX ..2. 

GEOLOGY AND FOUNDATION CONDITIONS AT THE 

SECRETARIAT BUILDING SITE 

INTRODUCTION 

This compilation is based on Best and Henderson (1968); for more 
detailed information reference should be made to their reporto 

The Secretariat building is located near the junction of King 
Edward Terrace with Commonwealth Avenue, Canberra~ A.C.T. (see Plate 
A9-1). The building consists of five sections 9 designated A, B, C, D, 
and E; Section A 'has seven storeys, Sections B and C have six storeys 
each, and Sections D and E are three-storey wings to the main building. 
Construction is being carried out in two stages, the first of which 
was completed early in 1967. Piling for the foundations of the second 
stage (Sections C~ D and E) started in August, 1967. 

SITE INVESTIGATION 

A site_investigation under the control of the engineers for 
the project was started in 1962. After some diamond drilling had been 
done with small diameter (Ax) equipment, and a 36 - inch auger - hole 
had been drilled, it was decided that the building would be supported 
by means of bored-cylinder piers ~ on a hard blue rock-, thought to be 
basalt. This rock occurred beneath depths of at least 30 feet of weathered 
shale. The first hole drilleq for a pier encountered an uncontrollable 
flow of groundwater at the foundation level, and it became apparent that 
a different method of founding the building would have to be adopted. 

Geological advice was sought from the Bureau of Mineral 
_ Resources. Inspection of drill core and the drilling records showed 

that the ha~ blue rock was cavernous limestone. A programme of 
drilling was dr~wn up to determine the foundation co~ditions below 
Sections-A andB •. L~ter, a similar programme was devised for Sections 
C. D and:!. In an attempt to reduce the amount of diamond drilling, 
seismic refraction traverses were conducted at the site and the inter
preted profiles were tested by eight diamond drill holes. Only two of 
these holes located limestone at the depths suggested by the geophysical 
profiles, -and it was evident that refractions from the limestone surface 
were not recorded in traverses across Sections D and E. It was therefore 
necessary to continue a full programme of diamond drilling to delineate 
the zone of weathered cavernous limestone below Sections C. D and E. 
Pile loading tests carried out at the site, and laboratory testing of 
materials, are mentioned under Foundation Designo 
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GEOLOGY 

STRATIGRAPHY AND PALAEONTOLOGY 

A superficial cover of soil, gravel and clay grades into 
weathered shale, which extends to depths ranging from 32 to 84 feet. 
Below the shale is an unknown thickness of limestone. One hole, D.D. 
23, reached a ~epth of 163 feet without penetrating its base. The 
limestone is uniform throughout and contains no distinctive beds that 
could be used as m~ker horizons. 

The shale is richly fossiliferous, and some drill holes 
encountered numerous weathered out fossils; two well-preserved specimens 
of the trilobLte Encrinurus have been identified. Also~ numerous 
corals occur throughout the part of the limestone sequence penetrated 
by drill holes. Both the shale and limestone belong to the Riverside 
Formation, which is of Lower Silurian age. 

ROCK TYPES AND DEGREES OF WEATHERING 

The shale is generally a buff or yellow-brown, soft, weak 
rock, weather~d to various degrees. In most drill holes, the shale 
consists of moderately weathered roCk, with numerous zones of fragmented 
rock and clay. In many holes, weathering was found to become more 
severe with depth. Under Section B, however, almost fresh shale occurs 
below a depth of 50 f~et. The shale is dark grey or grey-green and, 
although fresh, it is also soft and weak with broken zones containing 
clay. 

In some areas, the shale and clay have been bleached white 
or pale grey by percolating mineral solutions. Bleaching is particularly 
common below Section D and the northern end of Section B. In other 
areas, bleaching is commonly restricted to a few joint planes. Partial 
bleaching was also noted in a few drill holes. 

Similar bleaching of the bedrock occurs 700 feet to the north -
north-east at t}le National Library site, where it is associated with a 
reverse or thrust fault. The position of the fault, where intersected 
by. drill holes, is marked by the occurrence of the bleached bedroCk. 
Probably this fault continues southwards through Sections D and B of 
the Secretariat site. In the cross sections of Plate A9-1 its presence 
is suggested by the occurrence of bleached bedrock, and by the abrupt 
change in the elevation of the shale - limestone boundary in the adjacent 
drill holes. 
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CARBONACEOUS SILTSTO~~ 

Below Section B and the extreme eastern end of Section A, a 
layer of black, carbonaceous siltstone occurs in almost fresh shale 
between depths of 52 and 69 feet. Some of the siltstone is compact, 
but it is more commonly brecciated and partly decomposed to a very 
soft, clayey silt. The siltstone has a maximum thickness of 12 feet 
(in D.D.11), while in one hole (DoD. 15) three separate thin bands 
were located at the same general level as the siltstone in nearby 
drill holes; this indicates some lateral variation and lensing out 
of individual beds.in the shale. 

Samples from the black siltstone were tested in the 
laboratory by Frankipile, and Professor Davis of Sydney University 
analysed the results in conjunction with the field data; it was con
ciuded that no appreciable differential settlement of piles could 
be caused by the siltstone beds. 

LIMESTONE 

The limestone is a dark, blue-grey, hard, strong rock 
where fresh. It weathers first to a pale blue-grey, then to a mid. 
brown,and finally to a dark brown, granular rock which crtimbles 
easily. Analysis has shown that the limestone contains more than 
90% calcium carbonate. The insoluble residue is carbonaceous matter, 
which accoUnts for the dark colour of the rock. Calcite veins and 

. stringers, resulting from the infilling of previously open jOints, are 
numerous in many drill holes. Small amounts of pyrite were noted in 
some drill holes. 

The extent of weathering of the limestone is very variable. 
In some drill holes weathering'extends only a few inches below the 
shale-limestone contact; in other drill holes, up to 40 feet of weathered 
limestone was revealed. 

Cavities have been found in the limestone below all sections 
of the building, and minqr solution is evident in much of the rock. 
The cavities penetrated in the drill holes are up to 10 feet high, and 
average about 3-;f feet; three quarters of the major cavities are less 
than four feet high. Cavities generally occur in the weathered zone 

, at the top of. the limestone sequence, although a few have been found 
in fresh limestone. 

In one drill hole, D.D.44, 12 feet of unconsolidated black 
carbonaceous silt was encountered at the bottom of a cavity. The silt 
is probably the residue from dissolved limestone and was washed into 
the cavity by percolating groundwater. In a few holes, notably D.D. 
26, intermingled fragments of shale and limestone indicate collapse of 
rock into a cavity and in D.D. 42 a cavity appears to have been filled 
with clay. 
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Lenses or houIllers of limestone in the shale have been 
penetrated in eight tlrilJ holes and two limestone boulders were located 
during the excavation for pile caps in Section A. The vertical distance 
of the boulders or lenses above the top of the main body of limestone 
ranges between 10 and 30 feet; this indicates that they are quite 
separate from the main limestone mass. The boulders penetrated by the 
drill holes range from fresh, blue rock to weathered cavernous lime~ 
stone. 

ALLUVIUM 

In seven of the diamond drill holes, alluvial material was 
encountered at depth in the shale. It generally consisted of waterworn 
quartz pebbles, but in one hole (D.D. 41) river sand was also recovered 
by the core barrel. 

The origin of the alluvial material in the shale is 
difficult to explain with the limited information available. All of 
the drill holes showing gravel in the shale are located in a group 
at the extreme western end of the building complex j i.e. along the 
western side of Section C. The gravel is of geologipally recent origin, 
and was deposited long after the deposition and consolidation of the 
shale; it must therefore have been transported and laid down by a recent 
underground drainage system. The proximity of the cavernous limestone 
strongly suggests the presence of an" integrated underground drainage 
system which could carry sand and gravel. 

The bedrock surface across the entire site is covered by 
alluvial deposits up to 10 feet thick. These deposits are immediately 
below the soil cover, and are of no significance with regard to foundations 
for the building. 

STRUCTURE 

FOLDING 

The folding, as indicated by the structure contours on top 
of the limestone, appears to be irregular, even allowing for the possible 
collapse of shale into cavities in some places. Observations of bedding 
in drill holes show that the dip ranges from 0 to 55 degrees; it is 
generally between 10 and 35 degrees. A structural "high" occurs below 
the centre of Section A and appears to indicate the crest of an 
anticline Plunging gently north-east. At the western end of Section A, 
a syncline is indicated. 'Below Section C the depth of the shale-limestone 
contact is very irregular; possibly the shale was originally deposited 
on an uneven limestone surface; alternatively the section site may have 
been affected b~faulting. Below Sections D and E, there seem to be 
several folds striking north to north~east$ 

·) , 

• 
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FAULTING 

No major faults have been identified in the area drilled, but 
small faults are possibly present where the structure contours on 
the shale-limestone contact are closely spaced. Numerous zones of 
fractured and decomposed rock occur in the shale, and some of these show 
shearing which.indicates minor faulting. Broken zones in the shale are 
numerous below the western end of Section A and also below Sections C, D 
and E·: minor faults may occur extensively below these areas. 

JOINTING 

The shale is closely jointed. The. dominant joint system is 
parallel to the bedding; a system of vertical joints is also evident. 
Most of the joints contain clay. Joints in the shale help to account 
for the short core lengths brought to the surface from most drill holes~ 
particularly below Sections C, D and E. The limestone, on the other 
hand, is almost unjointed, most fractures being due to the drilling • 

ENGINEERING GEOLOGY 

SHALE 

The properties of the shale, as described in the section 
on geology, apply to the foundations for all sections of the building. 
The shale is so variable in composition, ranging from soft clay to 
compact rock, that it was difficult to give an informed opinion on 
its ability to support the building load without appreciable settlement. 
Qualitative an~ semi-quantitative information on the shale was provided 
by diamond drill cores and laboratory testing of some samples of the 
very weathered shale, while quantitative data were obtained by test
loading three piles and measuring the settlement characteristics. 

LIMESTONE 

Where free from cavities, the limestone is an excellent 
foundation rock, as it is hard, strong, crystalline and sparsely
jointed. Even in cavernous rock, only a few feet of solid limestone 
above the cavities would generally provide sufficient arching action 
for the provision of adequate building foundations. However, despite 
the extensive drilling programme conducted at the site, it was possible 
to discern only a general pattern in the distribution of cavities; 
it was impossible to predict the location, size and shape of cavities 
in any specific area. 
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FOUNDATION DESIGN 

The discovery of cavernous limestone below the Secretariat 
site posed difficult problems in designing adequate foundations. 

Like many recent office blocks built in Canberra, the 
Secretariat building has a cladded exterior. Differential settlement of 
foundations of more than half an inch cannot be tolerated in such 
structures, because of possible serious damage to the cladding. The 
main problem was the impossibility of ensuring that any particular 
pile or pile group is not underlain by a cavity in the limestone, which 
would permit settlement under the increased load. One possible solution 
to this problem was to found the building sufficiently far above the 
limestone for the building load to be spread evenly over the limestone 
surface. This immediately created another problem relating to the 
condition of the shale overlying the limestone. 

Drilling that had been done in the shale showed that all 
grades of rock, from a hard compact shale to a very soft plastic clay, are 
present as a heterogeneous mixture, and it .was obviously difficult 
to form a reliable opinion on its behaviour under load without some 
quantitative data. Laboratory testing was considered impracticable, 
because of the impossibility of obtaining undisturbed samples in such 
heterogeneous material, and it was finally decided to test the shale by 
measuring the settlements of three piles, each loaded to 200 tons 
(twice the maximum required bearing capacity). The test loadings gave 
a maximum settlement of 0.07 inches, and this deflection disappeared with 
removal of the load. It was decided that a foundation consisting of 
groups of Frankipiles, founded in the shale where possible,would be 
best-suited to the bedrock conditions below Sections A and B; 10 feet 
of shale below the piles was considered adequate for distribut~8 building 
load evenly over the limestone. During the subsequent piling programme, 
three piles were selected at random for test loading; these also 
showed negligible amounts of settlement. 

Diamond drilling and piling below Section B revealed several 
lenses'of black siltstone which had weathered in places to a plastic 
cla;yey·'silt. This'material was more homogeneous than the weathered shale, 
and it was possible to obtain undisturbed samples fo~ laboratory 
testing. The settlement of this material, calculated from the results 
of laboratory tests, was well within acceptable.limits, and no special 
criteria were adopted for piling in areas underlain by the siltstone (Davis, 
1963) • 

After the successful construction of the foundations for 
Sections A and B, investigations were carried out to determine foundation 
conditions below Sections C, D and E. It was determined that conditions 
in general are similar to Sections A and B, with the important difference 
that the limestone generally contains more cavities below Sections C, 
D and E. The problem therefore arose as to whether the more advanced 
solution of limestone was sufficient to warrant founding piles in the 
fresh limestone. Doubts were expressed on the ability of the weathered 
.limestone to support the building load, even if Frankipiles founded 
in the shale were to be used as before. It was decided by the 
designers of the building that Sections C, D and E would be supported 
by groups of Frankipiles founded in the fresh limestone. 

·' 
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• 
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GEOLOGY OF THE CAMP HILL AREA 

INTRODUCTION 

11 

Camp Hill was initially mapped by Opik (1958), who established 
the strati~aphy at the locality, and found that the Camp Hill Sandstone 
is at the base of the Silurian in Canberra. A tunnel for a sewer main 
was mapped in 1958, mainly by Gardner. In 1968, in response to a 
request from the National Capital Development Commission, further 
geological .work was done by Henderson, and geophysical work by Whiteley, 
with the purpose of making an assessment of likely foundation conditions 
for proposed buildings in the area. This appendix to the report on 
the Central Area is intended to be a compilation and an interpretation 
of the geology of the Camp.Hill area based on the information avail-
able in the four sources mentioned. The general geology of Camp Hill, 
and the seismic work done in the area, are illustrated in Plate A10-1; 
the recorded geology of the sewer main tunnel is given in Plates 
A10-2, A10-3and·A10~4. 

GENERAL GEOLOGY 

The area is underlain by sflJldstone and shale. The sandstone 
is known as the Camp Hill Sandstone (Opik, 1958) and is the lowermost 
unit of the Silurian succession in the Canberra area. The shale 
belongs to the State Circle Shale which conformably overlies the Camp 
Hill Sandstone. Prior to the excavation of the sewer main tunnel in 
1958, and the diamond drilling that was done in 1968, practically no 
information was available on the distribution of the sandstone and 
the shale, and on the structure of the area. 

SEISMIC SURVEY 

Two seismic refraction traverses were carried out by the 
Geophysical ·Branch of the Bureau (Whiteley, 1968). The results are 
indicated on Plate A10-2. 

Three main sub~surface layers are interpreted. The top 
layer of soil and colluvium ranges in depth from 5 to 10 feet. Below 
the overburden the material appears from the seismic velocities to be 
weathered.bedrock. It was hoped that the boundary between the 
sandstone and shale would be indicated but no change in seismic 
velQcity across the contact was recorded. The seismic velocities of 
the weathered ·rock in traverse A are significantly higher than in traverse 
B. As the· two traverses intersect one another it is thought that 
the variation in seismic velocities may be accounted for by the direction 
of strike of shear zones, which are roughly parallel to traverse A, 
but cut traverse B almost at right angles. 
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DIAMOND DRILLING 

__ Drilling was done with a light-weight drilling plant 
mounted on a truck; an N.M.L.C. triple tube core barrel was used, with 
a split inner tube. Five holes were drilled, at the localities shown 
in Plate A10-1. Logs of the drill holes are given as Appendix A10-1 • 

. DETAILED GEOLOGY 

LITHOLOGY 

qamp Hill Sandstone 

The sandstone is well exposed in the cutting in State 
Circle~ south of Camp Hill; where exposed it is weathered through-
out and is only moderately hard~ The rock is fine-grained and thinly 
bedded. Siltstone was exposed 400 feet south-west of the State Circle 
road cutting, in an excavation for a ring road (Craven & Robison 
1968).* It is thin bedded, very fine grained, has a high proportion 
of clay matrix~ is very weathered, and is mainly white but locally 
pale pUrple. It is characterized too, by the presence of irregular 
patches of concretionary. iron oxide, and of weathered liesegang 
structures. When first examined it was thought to be a slightly 
arenitic bed within the State Circle Shale. However, the presence 
of brachiopods and the trilobite Encrinurus showed that the clayey 
siltstone forms part of the Camp Hill Sandstone. 

In the excavation for the sewer tunnel along Queen Victoria 
Terrac~ a similar white, weathered and decomposed kaolinitic rock 
wi th irregular ferruginous patches and renmants of liesegang structures 
was observed for some distance south-east of the centre-line of 
Parliament House. This rock is now thought to be a unit within the Camp 
Hill Sandstone, similar to that mapped in the ring road excavation. 

The drilling indicates that there is no clear-cut sU'per
positional relationship between sandstone and shale. The contact is 
probably gradational laterally, with interfingering of sandstone, 
siltstone and shale beds. In general the proportion of sandstone in 
the top sixty feet appears to decrease northwards and eastwards from 
drill hole No.3. 

* See Appendix 11. 

,-
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State Circle Shale 

Only one small surface .exposure of the shale is known; 
it is near-the southern end of the West Block Government Offices. 
However, weathered shale, siltstone and claystone were mapped 
in the sewer tunnel along the so~thern side of Queen Victoria 
Terrace. The rock was seen to oe soft and weak, and extensively 
crushed and decomposed to clay in man'y places. Where less disturbed, 
it was described as siltstone~ laminated siltstone, silty mudstone, 
claystone, and massive fairly hard and tough mudstone. A.diamond 
drill hole. was put down through the shale for the Australian National 
Uni versi ty in 1964. The hole, between the parking area and Queen 
Victoria Terrace (see Plate A10-1), was drilled to a depth of 211 
feet. The core is stored at the Department of Geophysics and Geo. 
chemistry, Research School of PhYsical.Sciences, Australian National 
University. The rock consists of shale~ which is la.mi:nated in 
places through the length of the hole. A geological log of the hole 
is given in Appendix A10-1. . 

WEATHERING 

Weathering has proceeded to considerable depths throughout 
the area. The .deep hole drilled for the Australian National University 
entered fresh shale at a depth of one hundred and thirty feet. The 
other drill holes were in weathered rock throughout; much of it is 
very decomposed and soft. Substantial core loss occurred in many 
places in these holes, and is attributed to the ext.remely soft, friable 
nature of much of the material penetrated. Some (f the core loss may 
have been'in part due ~o the' type of drilling equipment used. The 
depth to fresh bedrock "indicated in the seismic traverse A near the 
A.N.U. drill hole is only about 30 feet whereas in the driil hole it is 
more than 100 feet. This suggests that the depth to fresh bedrock 
may show considerable variation over short distances, probably because 
of the presence of shear zones. 

In the sewer main tunnel, the bedrock is mainly crushed, 
sheared and deeply weathered; over the greater part of its length, the 
roof of the tunnel was supported by timber, but the sides stood 
without sqpport. Between West Block Offices and the centre-line of 
Parliament House," the bedrock is locally not appreciably disturbed; 
it is only moderately weathered, is fairly hard and has a fairly 
high compressive and shear strength. At these localities the roof 
is supported by rock-bolts, which are needed because of the presence 
of disc;:ontinui ties such as joints and bedding planes. Localities 
(Plate 3) whe~e rock bolting provided roof support are (proceeding 
along the ~unnelin a south-easterly direction ) :-

From 300 to 200 feet north-west of shaft B 

(partly timbered, partly bolted) 

From 80 feet north-west of shaft B almost to shaft C 

From 20 feet almost to 120 feet south-east of shaft C 

From 15 feet to 50 feet south-east of the centre-line 

of Parliament House. 
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STRUCTURE 

General 

. The attitude of the beddingy where observed, changes 
sharply and somewhat unpredictably from place to place; this is 
due in part to faulting and possi'bly in part to folding against an 
uneven surface of the Ordovician basement rock. The unconformity 
between the Camp Hill .Sandstone and the Ordovician is seen at the 
top of Capital Hill~ and in the excavation for the ring road? 
400 feet'south-west of the cutting in State Circle. ' 

Folding 

The attitude of the beds exposed in the cutting in State 
Circle 9 considered in the light of the drilling results suggests 
that Camp Hill consists of an anticline which trends north-east and 
plunges at a moderate angle to the north-east~ At the north~western 
end of the cutting9 .a minor synclinal flexure is superimposed on 
the anticline" .' 

The position of the axis, or the crest, of the anti.cline is 
approximately indicated by the drilling results. Holes 3 and C are in 
Camp Hill Sandstone, and holes 1, 2 and 4 in State Circle Shale" Hole 
4 contains a band of sandstone interbedded with the shale. An 
extrapolation of the structure indicated by strikes and dips in 
the State Circle cutting suggests that the Camp Hill Sandstone is 
below the. bottom of hole 4. On the north-western limb of the supposed 
anticline, the dip of the bedding that was recorded on the tunnel 
at Queen Victoria Terrace is to the south-east instead of9 as the 
anticlinal structure would require, to the north-west. However, the 
locality is near a fault that dips in the same direction. 

Faulting 

Three minor faults are visible in the ro~ cutting in 
State Circle; .they are normal faults with downthrow to the east. At 
each locality the beddiilg is disturb~d by dragging at the fault. 

In the sewer-main tunnel (P,lates A10-3), broad belts of 
shearing and crushing near West Block Offices probably represent a 
fault with larger displacement than those in the road cutting. 

Two minor faults were recorded near Parliament· House, 
and a northerly-trending fault~.which has a considerable downthrow 
to the west, was mapped at the south-eastern end of ~een Victoria 
Terrace,,'" 

Some' of the faulting is probably reverse or thrust faulting: 
for example, near the West Block Offices, where the zones of shearing 
and crushing are bounded by curved surfaces; near the south-eastern 
end of the shear'zones,dips of 55 degrees were recorded. Minor reverse' 
faults with curved fault surfaces were mapped at several localities. 
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Jointing 

The Camp Hill Sandstone exposed in the cutting in State 
Circle is closely jointed; most joints dip steeply. Joints in the 
sewer t~el were not mapped systematically. The dominant joint 
directions, j~dging from the records ·that were made, appear to be 
a few degrees east of north, and a few degrees south of east. The 
northerly-striking joints are vertical and dip steeply west; 
a few dip to the east. The easterly-striking joints dip fairly 
steeply south. 

ENGINEERING GEOLOGY 

FouNDATIONS AND EXCAVATIONS 

The soft nature of the bedrock in the drill holes indicates 
that any excavation in the area will be possible without the use 
of explosives to the full depth of the drill holes. Foundations 
for buildings in the area will -need to be appropriately designed 
to cope with the soft foundation conditions which can be expected 
at most localities. Quantitative indications of bearing strengths 
will be provided by the testing of undisturbed samples taken by the 
drilling contractor, and by penetration tests which were conducted 
at 10 feet intervals in the upper 30 feet of each hole. 

In view of the softness of all rock revealed by the drilling, 
the location of boundaries is probably of little importance for 
engineering purposes. The logs reveal many small seams of clay; the 
possibility of wide, perhaps steeply-dipping, seams of clay occurring 
in a building site cannot be excluded. In the event of the ground 
becoming waterlogged by heavy rain, some unsupported faces of excavations 
may become unstable. 

GROUNDWATER AND DRAINAGE 

Surface drainage in the area is good since the ground slopes 
away from _the top of the hill towards the extremities of the area. 
Groundwater should present no serious problems during construction 
and will not require any special provisions in the design of any 
structures proposed,for the area. Sandstone is commonly permeable, 
because of open joints and bedding planes. The Camp Hill Sandstone, 
however, contains a high proportion of clay, and probably has a fairly 
low permeability. Both weathered and fresh shale have a low 
per.meabil~ty, and zones of deep weathering and decomposition to clay 
are almost impermeable because of the clay present. The drillers 
reported that holes were dry; groundwater should not present problems 
in excavations. -
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TABLE A2-1., NOTES ON SOME BORED CYLINDER FOUNDATIONS AT COMMONWEALTH ---------- AVENUE BRIDGE SITE 
----------[ocafity-------------------------Uepth-in-Feet-to------~----------------------------Geofogjcaf-Notes-------------~----------------------5ther-Remarks---------

PI er Site Bottom Bedrock Foundat ion litho logy Weathering and A Herat i on 
i~~~_l~:~i~~~~_~::_~l~i:_~~:~l ____ ~!_~!~!~~ ________________ ~!!:! ______________________________________________________ ~---------------------
1 

3 In zone of low bed
rock velocity. SIx 
bored cylinders 
being provided In 
place of the four 
at Piers 1 and 4. 
Footings spread to 
6 ft diameter 

4 

E04 

E02 

E05 28 

E02 28 

E06 28 

E02 28 

31 

21 39 

23 32 

26 32 

26 33 

26 38 

Firm to hard blue-grey slaty, 
calcareous mudstone oeds5" 
inchQs' fo 2.5 feet thick 

Firm to hard blue-grey calcareous 
mudstone. Beds range from 4 Inches' 
to 3 feet thick: mainly 1 to 2 ft 

Silty shale, mudstone, very fine 
sandstone. Beds 1 to 6 Inches 
thick 

Silstone, shale, thin beds of 
mudstone 

Very fine sandstone in beds 1 
to 4 Inches thick 

Uniformly bedded fine sandstone 
siltstone and silty mudstone. 
Beds 1 to 5 Inches thick, some 
finely lamInated 

A bed of mudstone 14 to 16 
Inches thick at a depth of 26 
feet Is crushed, and decomposed 
to plastic clay 

Minor slippage on bedding 
plane 5 feet above floor, 
with decompositIon of bed
rock to plastic clay * Inch 
thick 

Weathered grey, orange and 
red. Soft, but compact and 
not plastic 

Mainly pale 
brown, brown 
yellow brown 

Brown and 
grey brown 

Firm but 
not hard. 
Irregular 
patches ~ 
to 1 Inch 
of grey 
plastic clay 

Partly weathered and pink 
co loured. Where fresh the 
beds are blue-grey. Beds 
are flm to hard 

Pier 1 is sited in an 
area where bedrock has 
a velocity of 16,000 
f.p.s. It is 170 feet 
south of a zone where 
the bedrock ,velocity is 
6,500 f.p.s. 

A test'load of 50 tons' 
on a plate 1 - foot 
square at foundation 
level resulted In 
sett 1 ement 0 f 0.1 
Inch on first day and 
0.001 Inch on final 
day of test 

DDH3 put down to 90 ft 
showed that foundation 
condItions are prob
ably poorer below 
46 feet 

Seismic velocity of 
bedrock Is 9,500. 
Jointing Is not con
spicuous In the ex
cavation; no faults 
observed 
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PRo.n:CT CAMP HilL SITE INVESTIGATION 
BUREAU Of' MINERAL RESOURCES, 

GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS 
LOCATlOIl CAMP HILL - Nf'at' edstetD ed,ge of Vlest 

Block cat: pa!d.!"'LJk~ ______________ _ Hole ~:I ~I:d 1 
GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE 

1fItOC': hP£ 
6 Of.GA[£ ~ 1IJ[4TH£A1N~ 

Soi I and 
clay 
SHALE 

mod. W'eath. 

ANGLE rR~' HORllOllTAL ---'9 .... 0'-° __________ _ 
CooRoIN4TES 4-'lOQN, 3500..0. E Bppro)(. , 

b'2° ~ I 
., 

10'- "~; 
" . I 

Dip 20° 

D'RECTlON ____ _ 

R L-L88 0', Rppr-ox 

fot' A·N.U. I 
Geoc.hronolo;jj I 
SHEET -1- Of ~ j 

~ ~ WAlEk !xu SSUR( TCST 
;. ,;; less .n Qo.IlIOI"IS ;~ AIIO'Jle Pf'<' toot 

• ", I, ,I 

,SHALE 

model'"otelJ' 
wC!atherec:l 

Li.9ht bt'oW'o, 
mod.et'otelJ soft and 
weak t"ock. MaX'. (oye 

lensth 8" I mode 11-". 

Rock broken In many 

places I probabGo dve 

to dl'i \Ii 0..9' Howevel'"' 

.short core len~1h.s even 
11\ vnbl-Okm zone, 
indicate do~e jo',,,tin..9' 
It-on sto.i"jl'l5 of fnM,j 

I
i' 

. . ' I 

~i,:. 
Rock IQminoted 'If) 

places throughout. 
I 

l 

~oil'lts ,and beddin.g 
planes. 

~T __________ _ 

20'- '11 • 
§I . 

30'-

I'" ~ 
.o·~ i 
50'-

~ 
" 

bO'-

70'-

!l2!U 
.'[[0 ______ -'-__ 1 FAACTURf lOG:- ...,. of froctv, •• .,.. toot ef can.. ZoMs of ten to .. 01"1 bIOc. .. ., _. 

Dip 

Dip 

COlI[ _ TYPt: _______ 1 8[ool"G AND ..IOlNT P\..AN(S:- An;In en ~ ~" to 0 ,IOfte ........ tIiJ !'he coro. edt 

..... lU C Nilan 
c~~~-Llg~b~~L_ ____ ~ __ 1 

c<JOIPL[T[O -c::----:--;-----;---'-''--'-I 
1JlGG[0 ... G. 8.M. HeodetsrlO 
V[OTlCAl SCAU 10 feet ; I inch 

25° 
., 

25° 

WATE" Pl>!:S$URE TESTS 
POCoCE1I TYP£ _______ _ 

SUPPLy LlNt _________ ~ 

V[RTICAI, SCAl[ _______ _ 

f'9U"I' ;...n .,.. OOUV' p,nlun, 
rn' MetIOft,I or. ilWllcotld 9"ophicOftr Dr ....... t~ 

,,"OTOGRAPH R[FERE'ICE SYSTE" 
BLAOC.AfC) WHITE ______ _ 

c~ __________________ _ 

M{Pf) 99 
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, 
GEOlOGY AND-GEOPHYSICS 

::: g[M% ~:tt -~J:y '=J:3~GA;ao; of Vest Hole dL~i~~d 
Block cal' park -tor A.N.t). 

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE ANGLE FIIOM HOIIIZONTAL qOO " OIIl[CTION Geochronolo.!l.Y 
COORO"""TES 4-900N I 35000E Approx IIL1~O'B.np~. S>iEET i OF ~I 

J«)C1l T"tpt; 
• O£(,"[[ OF WU1H[RI .. G 

SHALE 

Sli9htlJ' to 
model'"o.tel'y 
weathe red 

SHIUE 

Slightly 
wea1hel'ed 

SHRLE 

Mostl~ fresh, 
sli9htl~ 
weathered in 
Some b,..oken 
zones. 

SHALE 
f,..esh 

Light b,..own to 
blue-grey moderatel~ 

bort and ¥leak ,..ock. 

Blue -gre:-J, mode,..atth 
soft and wea.k rock. 

Blue -9ye~/mode .... ate~ 
soft and weak t=ock, 
Mvc.h of cOl'e b .... oken, 

p ..... obablY par-"tlj' due to 
dri \I i0.9' 

Blue -9re~, moderatel~ 
soft and weCl k I'oc. k. 
Mo.X'. Core length "", 
Most COl'e len,gths <.4-" 

Much vel'j byoken 
cor-ej br-eaka.ge 
pr-obably due in pot't 
to d,,'alling. 

Dlla..LTYJI'( _____ _ 

~ 
100'-':-·-· . 

115'0" 

Dip ItO· 

Rock laminated in 
plac.es 1ht-OlJ9hovt. 

Dip SOD 

.[[0 ______ _ 

COM aMML TTP( ___ _ 

""4CTuRf. LOG:- IhImt:Ief' of fJoctv, .. ,.,. fool of COt. :0"eS till cor. ... .,.. ~II" "' 
Bt,OC)tfUt AM) ..N)UIT PL.tt4'[s:- Ar9n en --.... "-loti!" ... ptofte ~ to ItIe c.l ari. 

OIIIU.U C Nilon 
C"",",NC[O Iqh4-
COOIPL[T[O ___ ~ __ 

lOGG(O Iy G. A.N. H9naet"SOn 
V£OTlC", SCALf I Ofed: I i OdL 

I 

i I 
I I 
I I 

I 

I 
I I 

II 

III 
I ! I 
I 

I I 
... ""'. TYPt: ______ _ 

SVOPLY LINE ______ _ 

V[OTIG'L SCALE ______ _ 

f~ •• 0' .. ,11 C,. ;G1ol;' PAHurH 
'elt .. c!io,,, ore '-4:C",,, .. oo,ucott, bJ lCIIaC.Iled· ..... 

~OTOGRAPH REFERENCE SYS TE" 
ILAC •• AHD W"'ln _____ _ 

~~~---------

q~~ ____________ ~ ________________________________________ ~ ________ ~M~(~~)~9~9 __ ~ 



.. 

BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, 
GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS 

OOIOJECT CAMP HILL SITE IN.¥:E5TIGBTION 
LOCATIOtI CAMP HILL - Neat eosteyo ed,ge of West 8Iock 

Cat' patk 

HOLE 010. ~ 
Hole dt-i lied I 
fot" A.N.U. K 
Geoch/1)(')olo.g~ I 
SHEET..z.... OF L ~ 

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF ORILL HOLE ANGLE FROM _IZONTAL QOO . DIRECTIOH ____ _ 

COOIlDtHATES It-qOON, 3!)OOO E Bppt-o')(, R.L 18g0' BpptoJ(. 

0(5(.AIPT,o. ~ 0E.:111 ~"lC'lR:i i....I~r J~ S!Q1J(T''J''E5 ~= WATER ?R[SSUo;E TEST 
LI""OlOGt, COlOUR. 5TRf,,'TH, HARDllESS, ETC I lOG I !:.~Rr I LOG I=<~o~i~ ,JOIlIlS. vtJtrrfS, 50,1IItS. FAULTS. CR~ Zo-.ES ~ ~ I Lou.oII 90,10'1"4 po!r rr.:'Il.llr

l 
pet 1001 

IIIOCI( t"(PE 
• O(',R[( CW ;r[AIH1RttrrfG 

SHRLE 

fresh 
Blue -9!,ey model'C\te I~ 

soft and weak rock. 
Core lensths rat-ely 
> b", mosl~ <:' 4-~, Much 
of breakose of core 
pyobab~ due to 
d\",illin,9' 

END OF HOLE 

'.~ ~ . 

lIllll ',I. 

i I: 
~J I 

170'- ~ 

m 
I 

~ III 
.~ 

200'-

-

Rock laminated in 

places throughout. 

Dip 4-0· 

.-.:to ________ 1 'A.acTVRf LOG:- ...... ., trectw .. "" .... ~ CON. z.... of cor. &0.. .. ~_. 

COAt ~ TYfI't UOOING .,., JOrNT P\..AIIC[S:-~ ... _____ ~ •• fI ........... liD "-~ ... 

ORut" C, Nilan 
c"""'N~o·_J.:lql.llhl.!llt=__ ___ _ 
COllPl[T[O' ____ ,_---'_ 

lOGG[o BY G R.M HeM-tt5..21L 
VUTlCAL SCALI IOfeet: I inch 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
! 

I ! 
, 

! , 
I , I , 

iii 'I Ii' 
!.- I ! 

! 
I 

I 

I I 

I 

I i 
I 

: I 

! I 
I I 
III 
I II 

I 

II 
i I 

i 
I 

i 

I 

J 
, I 
I' 

II 

I 
I 

I 

WAlE'" PPl'(SSIJR[ TESiS 

, 
i , 

I 

I 

POO<VI 1YP£ _______ _ 

5uP9t., lI .. [ _______ -,-

VElITtCAl StAlE: ______ _ 

r,v., ~".P'I cr, QOt.I;. P'f"'''''''' 
'ftt .. c~IO!l.' (I" ,'''dl(01''~ or~tuc"'''' Dr lIiIoc.a4d. '" IInOI 

PHOTOGRAPH "EFERENCE.lllL~ 
!l,ACIIl.AIICQ ..... 1E ______ _ 

" cOUluR _--...:._--...:.-.:.. ___ _ 

i 
, 

I • 

·4~L..._------.J.._----_--~-------------I~---.;.;.;M~(Pf .... ):.;;9-9 ..... ---' 



POlOJl:CT (RM P ~l SITF II\\V~STIGRTION HCLt p.o. 
BURUU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, LOCATION eBB~ES, ~ at:H3 E: EHs a 

D.D.1 GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS 
-

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOlE M«iLE rROM HORIZONTAL 90
0 

DIRECTION 

COOR!llHATES lr91tO N. 3::;OOOE ( Sir-Pro 10 CQ'Qt:ds) R.L I R] B. '(apr-YoX ) SHE~T l ~f-1..... Y 

w..c< rv::"H""~.1 om'''''''''' FI OC:I" tp~,1. .J~' ,I~ S'''", WOES Ii: """:'1'fR P~F5:'Ur,£ iEST timl. • !)(GQEE Cf llfHO\.OGY, COl...O\JR. STR£"IGT01, HAA:OtcES5, E1"C Si5",{~ ':I;'~ CCoRE" JOt~TS. ,/[111:5, S£A¥S,.FAULTS, tctvsi1£O tOIlES t:: t..e:.s n QQ4;cns t't'r mmu.a.a
l 

Det' =001 

OVERBURDEN OF 
CLAy AND COMPLtTELY 

W'EATHERED SHALE 
-

NO CORE 

" 

120'0·' 

SHALE Pale bYOW'n, purple and W-MLC' Rock ex-tensivelY 
moderately 91'ey soft. weak t"oe-k. II . bt"oken, contains clQY 

..... eatnered 
I 

and kaolin'ltic ~ 
1 

'.; mote-I'ial 
I ' 

~ r:J1 ,o.r-

Pale bro ...... n ancl 91'ey 1 Sevel'o.l I" - b" core I~ I 50H, weak yoe-k. Dark f lengths, COl'e los5 10-
bvown ivan sta"fJing of ~ pt"oba bl.)' kaolinitic R I some beddir19 planes I mqter·lal. 

Qnd concretionCll'""Y iron I 14-I'IO'~ ~ 
stainIng, 

... -
I ~ rnodel'""ate IJ 
I ~e 

Rock 
I~ b i4.5'1,' . bl-'"oken . 

stI""O()S!'y laminated pVt-'"pfe.1 . I~ 
Ie 9vey and brown. 1'0 1= . 

I ~tu;ned ioiot, <oft .• euk I k"TCgLllij 
Fointly lam'lnoted. pU/'"plel ~ Ff..{3t"oke.n zone with day 

pClle gt"ey a.n~ brown. L ~ 
lAY~ ~ Most Iy ~ lo,Y 

I 
I"m stained Jo,n1s. Soft. --. lJlI 

5R'7"-f;;;:"~ 
~er3 b, ,k,1/') sho'~ 

Bywn,' sli.9ht~ 9yeen~sh'l _. !I' 
y 

( 

Inm stalr)l(lg on bedd.ln9 L C 
and in other dwectl0r15 L y. 

I'rresvlarly. Sot+,""eAk voc ~~ k"c bR'g Bt-'"oken shale I ·7o'5·~ 0.: b'l'O' , i i .. 
END OF HOLE 70' 5" 1 

. 

I--l tv .. FlOOD Mind\'" = WAiEQ ~e:SSURE TESTS 

I< .. D I"""'" 'Y>'( rAACTvsr( l.oo:-~ of frCCf4:,.. ~ ,. of &OFt ZON. 04 cor. &oeI ... b'oc'ed ill. 

·1= '-L tv.< ~ tube SfOOU.G ....., .tC)dWl p\..4.Hts:- ...... ~.....,.... .....,.~ to 0 pia-. ..... to .... ccrr. ail IsuPP1..Y lINE 

...spllL,Lnoe .~ V(RTtt'L SCo\L.! 

IDlbU.u a. Hal'"ti.§ F.;-" •• ;-..... C" ;)00;0. II'r ...... rn 
'UI "':,f.OI'lI e', ,~:C:;Tt;~ pcd.ecrll, " t1tx~~ ... sln~ 

COIIIM[ltC[O 
~PTOC~4.Ph Rf:F[8f;NC~ ~YS TE,.. 

_ •••. ~17/b8 IBLACK •• ~ ... <HE 

U>GGCD RY C.'R. M ~l'ndl'KOn 
vtRt"Al StAlE I Q fee!: I iocb 

IcOl._ 

M(Pf)99 



PROJtCT rAMP Will C;ITE INVESTI GATIDN "OLE It'. 
BURlAU Of MINERAL RESOURCES, 

GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS 
LOCATIOI\I E8RlS:ES CS1'llBEeeS 

QD.2 
GEOLOGICAL LOG Of DRILL HOLE ANGLE fROM HORIZONTAL 9QO DIRECTlOIi 

COORtl!HAT[S !t~50bl. 35g~Q E (stl'"Qmlo CQ-ovd"l R.L 187J'(RnnI'"Cl)(J 5~ET -.L c" _l-

e [)[GAE?~/Y~' ~~"T~t:l OE<Tn t~~- C,!' ~E~~ STRC< ruo< S I H w:'TER PUE~5t.'RE. irST 

~ lITHOLOGY, COlDUA. STRENGTH, H&RON£SS, ETC. SIZ: Of :~~ JomTs. VOteS, SE&MS, fAULTS, ~ tONES LD:'$ C"! QiJltr1$ P&l' nwnvle I ~ loot 

I CO;'i[ 

OVERBURDEN OF 

C.lAY AND C.OMPLETE.LY -
WEATHERED SHALE 

NO CORE. 

-

30'0'" 
SHALE Pale. 9yej' Clnd brown, soft, l== INMLC. 

Vel'j broken 
j1i9hlL weath. weak I'ock. Ironstone band6 ==== 1.5 o· 

. .a 

• 

SHALe Yellolv' - bt'oW'n, ver:J soft ~'3S'q'l Verj b .... oken. With 
completeljl and weok I'Ock. Ma •. ~ much cla~ ~ weathet'ec\ coye len9th ;s" o.t 42' b ~ 

14.1'0'~ 

~ ILi ~ 
SHALE Pale grey, kaolinitic ~ 11.-7'2"] lSi-

~ completel~ /'~ck. Veyy soft and ~ -
weathered weak. 

-~ ~ 

I~ 
'I Brown vet;J""earhet'ed ~~ 

( 

I~ soft, weak siltstone brJ'o"" Bedcling at 200 

~ i 1,2'8"-

~ 

~ 170'JO!!. 
-; 

.. 
SHALE Yellow-brown, verJ. ~ ~r3··Co ... e los, j'l clay zone 

hiEhl'y to soft. weak rock. 2 '"I 
completely len,g1hs I othet-S .( b" ~ ]]'o"Go\"'e core loss In cla'y ZOne 
W'eathel'ed 

180'0' mr ~ec\d inq (It J5° 

DAU 'v .. E l"lindH 
!Q!D WATEP. PRESSURE TfSTS 

FEED. FRACTUR'( LOG:- -....e- of trOC1ut •• '*' ... fI1 CO"e. Zones fill con .... ere ...... III. 
""""R ,_ 

""'" O .... L TVpt It:iplf tubf ~OOI.G AM) .IODI1 F\.AJC[s:- ....... -.rM rIiIaIIM to ..... ...,.. ..... tor. _it 
. """"'-, lONE 

~t-.inner tube YEllTltAL SCAU 

""'LLEA .JLJ:I.cu::t:i s ,..., •• 0" .... ,. ore 9OU,. ".nut .. 
, ... ""iorIo. Oil ..... coted "ootwcgt., ~ ~ ... tanh 

I""""'-E"n I'l.~ 
PHOTQGRoU'H R~FERENCE Sy~ TEY 

kACK • &.., "'11 E: 

IlJlGG[D G.A.'M\.lpnrl~rson 
.... ,tAl SCALE lQ£ert: I ioc~ -- , 

COU>UII . ! 

M~Pf)99 



~ 

ORM:CT CRMPHJLl 5:1Tf:: INVE5T1GRT/ON HOL[ NO. 

LOCATION -EllRKFS. CAN BE RR A BUREAU OF' MINERAL RESOURCES. 
GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS o.D.2 

GEOlOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE A!iGLE rROIoI HORIZC'lTAL _9""0<.,,° ___ ..-=-:-_-;-_-=-_---;- DIRECTla", __ --:-__ 

COORDINATES 4J50N. '35ROOE (StrQmlp Co,ords) R.L 16'71/(Approx) ~HEE1'.-L Of-L. 

SHALE 

hi.9hl.'J to 
completel.'J 
weathered 

SHALE 

highl.'J 
weathered 

~ ..... rt~ 
YelloW'- brown, verjll :~v ~L~~~ 

~~ 
soft. and W'eo.k yock ~ ~ I loa.o·lI 

E q ]'0" F=':"':'.J.; !q/'o" 3" of c\o,y 
f== mr~ Dot"k .9ye~, soft, weak ~ ~ 1f2" of clo,y 

~~b~~~ 1'3:~ II"~. Mall'. core len,gth I ~ 
!Q'''''h'' ;al" lc.eous 

Pole 9I'e.'J, soH, 
.• LgfiO' weak rock, 

END OF HOLE 100 FEET 

-

-

-

-

-

!IQ!U 
F'R.&CTlJR£ lO~:- .......... .. rracta1'U "' fODI of CCA. z ..... of cor. lou .. 1IAIIIc~ _. 

BEOOING AND JOrNf PLAJl(S:- AIw;IrI on ItWOautM ,...,aM 10 a "OM IWIftOI to ,... cere .. 

I~ 

~ lti-

~ 
~ 

I! I§"" l-t 

WATER PfQ5S1/RE TESTS 
IPIICI((JI TYP£ _______ _ 

o;uPPL'f UiI[ _______ _ 

VEATtCAl sau; _______ _ 

F~ •• 0--- .... ~oe pr." .. n, 
I ... MeliOtt •• r. iMIC01ed ~~tCOl" tIy 1/IIocUd-;n .... I 

PHOTOGRAPH REfERENCE SYS TE" 
BlACK.AN) WMlT£ ______ _ 

Ic~ ____________ __ 

M(Pf)99 i 



BUREAU Of MINERAL RESOURCES, 
GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS 

PIIO.I£CT CRMP HILL S \It:: INVEST! GATION 
LOCATION PARKES, CRNBERRA 

HOI.[ NO, 

D.D.C 
GEOLOGICAL LOG OF ORILL HOLE ANGLE f'ROM HORIZONTAL 90° OIRECTION ____ _ 

COOIIOIHATES /t3SQN, 353QOE (strom\o Co-ords) R.L 1913'(Apptox) S. .. EET -L OF-L 

f«)C1( TYP( 
a O£GREE Of _U.1H[AIJ.'G 

SHALE 

hi9hl~ we Clth. 
5.S. 9.- SHALE 

SANDSTONE 

moderC1tel~ 

weathered 

SHALE 

SANDSTONE:. 

z.. SHALE 

interbedded 

OVERBURDEN OF 
CLAY RND COMPLETEL~ 

WEATHERED ROCK 

NO CORE -

n'o" 

She>. e qt-I!:'1, so.ndslone byoYn F: n'b" ~ 

:".-": 20'0· iUl " Brown/ modeyately 
soft and weak t'ock 

Beddin,g at 25° 
Pink sandsione 

,.' ~ 

..... :: ~ 

~. :'. :'. :n'o~ ~ , 
. . . 33'8" t;::; 

S'hr1\p +ynflmenT:<; ~ 3(1'0 ~01 
ROlJndeq 5.1:'. col..b1es . . .. ,.,' .. -<.2 '.J .IV,,, ' .. 3'11 ~. 

Pink sandstone 

8ec\ding at 25° 

Modera1el~ hord 
.... ock. 

END of Hor.E 
Ol"u TYPO ·E:lnnn MIIlc\l-i 

: 

, 

Ve ... .Y br-oken 

Modemtety bl'oken 
thr-OU..9hout 

Ver~ bt'oi<en 'Zone J 

t- '3" pink cloJ seam 

~Cla~ seam J 
, 

Ver~ broken 
w'tth clo.~ 

Bl"Oken zone c clay 

Ver::J broke" with 
much core 105s 

rq b" 

fHD _____ .--...,..-,..--1 ,.RACTURf LOO:- ....,..,,,, frocIwn pe toot of CIft. z- fill C*9 eo... .,. tItoc'-' •. 

CORE 8ARSt!,;L TTf"E rt-"'p)e nJbe ROOIMe; &NO JOINT p\'U[S:- M;ta ............ ,...... ........ ,..... ..... ar-. ... 

.split.Jnnet" tu~ 
""'llER ....a...J:lo"L,rLtlli SL-__ 
cOll ... OIlC[O_-.--...,-____ 1 

"""PlETt. q h hI? 
lOG6C. BY R r CraveD--.....
VERTICAl SCAU IQ£eet~nch 

I 
0 
(0 

, 
~ () 

~ 
.0-

n-
~ 
~ 

0-
.:!. --1'\) 

\ 

I 

'A'ATER ~ESSURE lEST 
lou III OOI;OM ~ manute I pet" tOOl 

I 
I : l 

III i 

II , I 
I 

WATER PR£SSU'lE T(STS 

• i 

~.~------------
s.JPPI.y lnrt! __________ '--__ 

V[RT!CAl SCAU _______ _ 

r~n ~ a!9 00-.. 0' ... "," 
'nl ...cIlOM .,. IMlccrfitd voPtllCcrlly by DIae;bd ... sane. 

PHOTQGI!APH REFERENCE SYSTEM 
BLAat.AND _TE ______ __ 

c~ _______________ __ 

M(Pf) 99 
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PRO.I£CT caMp H!LL SITE INVr::ST!lrATION 1I0lE 110. 

LOCAT~~P~R~R~K£E~S~,~C~A~N~.~BuE~R~R~8~ ________________________ --__ BUREAU Of' MINERAL RESOURCES. 
GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS D.D3 

GEOLOGICAL LOG Of DRILL HOLE I.NGL£ FROM HORIZONTAL 90° OIRECTlON __ ..,...,-__ 

COMOINAT[S 4-4-SQN, 3ft.b50E (Str-amlD Ca.ords) R.L IBq'l'(Approx) S'"'E::' -'- Of ....L 

DESCRIPtiON ~ ::lE:ih. ~~x'1A£1 LI;r hi STRUCTUIlES ~ ~ 
LITHOLOGY, COLOUR, STRENGTH, tWIDN£S'. ETC. J lOG I !tZ5Qi'J_ lOG 100~~~~J~1 Jo~NTS. vtnrrtS, SlA.MS, fAULTS, CR\J'SItE.D ZOt.£5 i ~ 

FrOCK TYPE: 
a [)(GR££ ~ wUl~ERu.G 

SANDSTONE 
mod. io hi.9h~ 

weo.+hel"ed 
SRNDSToNE 
comp'letel,Y 
wUClthet"ed 

SANDSTONE 

mode .... ate'~ 
w€athel"ed 

OVERBURDEN OF 

CLAY AND COMPLETELY 

WEATHERED ROCK 

NO coRE. 

<.~ ~ 

-

-

25'0" 

Pale br-own and pale ~ .. \ NMLCj:"'~ 
9r'e,:j, mod. soH~ ancl. . .. '. r'. 

Y/eak yock. Fine grn,ned .'.:. 30':f'T;;, 

F,he qYo'lned I ve~ soft : . . . t ::\ 
and v7eqk, brown,6onc\.y f'".)i 
materia\. .. " 35'12"]" ~1 

B..-owo mod. soft and weak ' .. 3b'IO"-;:' ',i 
Gre,Y, mod. soft and weak' .. 38'S":{J 

:, '( 

Red-brown and pale {:''':j 
gre,J' mod. soft and : . '. i-:] 
weak t'ock, Fine .... :, .. t ''-1 
9t'a ined. Mox. cOl"e ' .. ill.L{. J. 
lensth 4-',most~ /,'-2" .. :.:. tj 
2" coarse 9Yoined . . . ..].: ~ 

·Inte .... beds at 53'2" z.. . '. t .-J 
····~~'-l 54-'S': Muc.h of cOI"e 

show& washing away 

durins dt"illing. 

END OF HOLE 

.... ; ..... 

. '.' if.:, .; 
1" : 

• •• II , I II .. ~ i: I I 
.'. '1002 :....:~ . . ., 

-

..... c .YKE :;laC M ~i 
!!II!U 

~ Ver';J bl"'oken 

Bedding at 15° 

Bedding at 10° 

i----./ Cla~ 'Zone 

bO' 2" 

FEEO ________ --, __ ----,,--

COIlE ....... c riP[ T .... iple tube 
fRACTuq[ lOG:-~ 01 ~ocrvrn .... Iftof ef cor. 10f'eS of ccn IOU ... btock.:l "'. 

Mool.' &I«) JOlNT P\..ANES:- AIIIqtn .,. ~M ~ ........ ......aI 10 .... CON •• 

~lit-inneLJuhL_ 
OAol.uR~a.t:t:.Lis"__ __ 
COIItOENCEO __ --;--;--____ • 

COIIPt..[TEo..rl.J2lb,B"--~ __ 1 
lOOG£D DY G.e.r1.HenW.5OU 
VERn CAL SGAc[ 10 fe Iff: I iru:h 

.:c 
~ 
(l) 

-.; 

~ 0 

"' -+ (l) 

0-

n.. 
~ 

~ 
0-
:!. -
(1) 

~ 

I 
I 

WATER ptlIES5lJR£ TEST 
LD!s on QO'i,ont per rnnutt i ~ ttX\l 

1 

I I i I 

I 
I 

I I 

I 
I I 

I I I 
I 

I 
I 

I I 

I 

WATE~ PRESSURE TrSTS 

, 
I . 
I 
I 

I 
l 

~.~----------------
SU?Pl'l lIN[ _________ _ 

Y£RTICAL 5CALI!: ________ _ 

'''.' ;..a'lt 0'. p~ .,~ .... " 
Int wlI;lIcnl Ct_ ilWfltoteO I'ooAicotly ~ tIIt'<e&.cI-iI! ~ 

PHOTOGRAPH REFEREIIC£ SYS TEt;t 

C~A __________________ _ 
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PROJ£CT C8~e I::lI LI. SIIE It:lI~ESII~BIIQt:.I t«X.E 110. 

BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES. 
GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS 

LOC'-TION eaB~ES , C8~BEBg9 
0.04 

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE ANGLE r_ HORIZONTAL ~QO DIRECTION 

COOROIILlTES .zas.Qt:lI, 3S:S:QQE (S±tQrola Ca-Qt:ds.) R.L 18B2'(8pptox) SHEET --L- OF -1-

. O£SCR'PTION pj OE~~" t><'-I, u~' ;It muc,"'" 
~~ WATER PRf:SSURE TEST 

~ kOCW ryp( ::~ a Of.u.RIH Of wt..a.1H[Jt11$G liTHOLOGY, COlOUR, STREt.'!oTH, KotoAtINESS, ETC. lOG !oIl! OF tOG CVe CORE ~ .IOCMTS. '-'£DOS, SEAYS. fAU!..TS. CR\I5I'I£D ZOfiI£S 
.~ ~!S '" QOI;ont pet ~~l ~ fOOl !~ ~~ ~~ ~CO'.I~~I '!'-

.' ,-

OVERBURDEN OF -
CLAY RND COMPLETELY 

WEATI-IEI<ED St-lA'-E 

NO CORE 

-

30'0' 

Silt~ SHALE Yellow-b~ow() , NMLC Bedding at '20" ----- I 

hi9hl)' laminated, soft, weak --- I 
31t'3" ---- ----

I weathered rock. Ma)(. cot'e length t::::::J B~oken zones J 
-- 35 q 

'1". Some washing ----- I I --------
awa~ of co~e in E-= l4-o't.~ Bedding at 10° 

:r: 
places. E~ 5L 

I E"§: 
(I) 

---
t r..S'b" I 

--- r-=---' Broken zone I " 
I 

-- (\) ---

50.,--1 
~ -0 =-:,::: ~ 

~ I J £ I ~ I Bedding at 200 

I 
I I 

~- .ri... I 

I !5,'7"1 I 

SANDSTONE Yellow-brown, fine :-:-: : I 
I 

P- ! 
' .. 

~ ! moderCltel~ gt"Qined, moderately 
'. ". i5'5'0· · .... j · .. 

to hi!Jhly soft and weal< yoel<. - .. ~l Mostl,)' w':! b~oken ~ I 
weQthe~ed MaX'. coye length. 5" ~k:-;; with clay I I 

I 

I 

lbO'O'~ I I I I · '. -
~ 

I I Silt,Y Yellow- bl'own, 
" . bl'~' I SHALE --- :~ ~. ~ 

I 
--- " 

I 
hiShly laminated, soft I weak 

------ eli I ------
'~ 

-.; I I 
W'eathe~ed yock. Max. core length =-::= ! 

s". =~~ 
:;. 

I ==.~ 
70'0" ~ ~ ~~= 

END OF HOLE 70'0" i 

I 

I 
_. r .... EJ()110 Mind .. ' 

!mU WATER PRESSURE TESTS 
• FEEO 'RACl'URf lOO:- ....... of "OC'W,n ,.., fool .. ccn. ZOIIIIS ., '*" lOa .. IIAeebf _. P6CKER TYP£ 
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APPENDIX 11 

GEOLOGY OF EXCAVATION FOR RING ROAD CAPITAL HILL, 

CANBERRA 

INTRODUCTION 

A cutting for a new road that is to be constructed·on Capital 
Hi~l was mapped·geologically, with plane table and alidade, by Field Hpnds 
R.L. Craven and C.R. Robison. This note is based on their report. 
Fossils obtained in the cutting were identified by Strusz (1968).* 
A mechanical analysis of a sample of the weathered bedrock was carried 
out by Field Hand G.E. Stinton. The excavation is 100 feet long and 
100 feet wide. Its western end is 400 feet south of the intersection 
of Commonwealth Avenue and State Circle_ Before the structural mapping 
had been' completed, all exposed bedrock was cov~red by excavated material 
except at the west end and in the upper part of a nearly vertical bank 
at the east end. A locality map and geological map appear as Plate A11-1. 

GEOLOGY 

LITHOLOGY 

The bedrock exposed consists of decomposed siltstone, which 
has a high proportion of clay matrix, and, unconformably below the 
siltstone, hard, siliceous Ordovician sandstone (which was exposed at 
two localities). 

Nearly all the decomposed siltstone is white, soft and friable. 
The hedding is thin and in places might be described as laminated. A 
mechanical'analysis of a sample of the decomposed bedrock was made after 
soaking in water for four days, drying, and then mixing with a dispersing 
agent in water. Results are given in detail in a laboratory report 
attache~, as Appendix A11-1. In summary, size grades of the constituent 
particles are classified as follows; in weight per cent: -

Very Fine Sand Silt Clay 

0.5 14.5 25 

PALAEONTOLOGY 

Parts of the trilobite Encrinurus were found in the bank at the 
east end of the cutting. Of the two formations known to occur in this 
area, EnCrinurus has so far only been found in the Camp Hill Sandstone. 
This suggests that the bedrock in the excavation is a siltstone member of 
the Camp nill Sandstorie. 

* Personal communication. 
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STRUCTURE 

The exc~vation appears to be situated on the western limb of 
an anticline that trends north and plunges south •. The bedding at the 
eastern end of the cut dips to the east; the attitude at the western 
end is sifficult to determine, because of soil cover and weathering, 
but the bedding appears to dip to the south-west and south at high angles. 

At about ten feet west of the crest of the anticline, the beds 
are cut by a small reverse fault, with the downthrown side on the east. 
A purple bed appears to be displaced between five and seven feet. 

The bedding of the Ordovician sandstone is not easily .recognised; 
it appears to strike roughly east and dip to the north. 

REFERENCE 
,., 

CRAVEN~ R.L.,~&ROBISON, C.R., 1968 - A note on the geology of the ring 
road ex:;, 'nr"l,t j,on, Capital Hill, Canberra, A.C.T. Bur. Miner. 
Resollr; liust. ,(unpubl.) 

r .. 
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APPENDIX A 11-1 • 

HYDROMETER ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE THE GRADING OF 
PARTICLES IN A SPECIMEN OF CAMP HILL SANDSTONE. 

by 

G.E. Stinton 

Nature of Sample: 

The sampl~ appeared to be soft, fine-grained sandstone , highly 
w~atheredj partly white an~ partly pale purple. 

Method of Analysis: 

.The method used to find the grading of the sample followed 
that detailed in Australian Standard A89-1966, titled "Australian 
standard methods of testing soils for engineering purposes" 0 

Results: 

The final results set out below are believed to give a fairly 
accurate grading of the sample. 

Particle size- diamete~ in millimetres. 

% Smaller: 

.059 

97 

Particle size -

.0425 

95 

.034 

87 

.0235 

75 

.0034 .• 0027 .0024 

% Smaller - 21,8 15.8 7.0 

-Classification: 

.017 

63 

.0125 .009 

53 43.8 
.0065 .00475 

35.8 27.8 

.The following is part of a grading of sedimentary rocks adopted 
from F.J. Pettijohn - "Sedimentary Rocks", 1957, Harper, N.Y. 

. . 
C lassificat ion 

Very fine sandstone 
Siltstone 
Clay and claystone 

Range of Particle Size 

0~125 mm - 0.06 mm. 
0.06 mm - 0.004 mm 
0.004 mm - smaller. 

The terms ·"silt" or "siltstone" should be restricted to rocks which 
contain·over 50% silt-sized particles. The sample contains 70% of silt
sized particles, 2~·clay, and O.~ very fine sand; it is classified as a 
siltstone. 
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